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_
_
'Boy Scout Exec.utive
In Area This Week

California Democrats Choose New Reign Of
Between Adlai And Estes Today Terror May
Hit Russia

By RAYMOND LAHR
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, June 5e- I.Pa Caltfornia voters chose between
•
Democrats Adlai E. Stevenson and
Sen. Estes Kefauver today in their
final and crucial presidential primary contest.
The loser of today's contest
.likely will fade out as a major
contender for t h e
presidential
nomination before the Democratic
national convention opens Aug. 13
at Chicago.
The winner will pick up a
.sizeable bloc of 88 convention
votes, but a victory today will
by no means assure him of winning the nomination.
In advance of today's primary.
Stevenson led Kefauver 284 to 145
in indicated fIrst-isallot convention
\
I)
votes. a United Press survey showed. But neither wee near the
686'2 votes needed for nomination.
The survey showed the following
indicated. first - ballot votes for
.
ther candidates: Senate Democratic
Leader Lyndon Johnson 53; Oh:o
.•
Gov. Frank Lausche .54: Sen Stuart
Symington ID-Mor 46; Michigan
Gov
G. Mennen Williams 45;
New York Gov. Averell Harriman
441e: House Democratic Leader
John McCormack 40; former President Harry S Truman le.

candaiate unless there is a "decisive clear-cut victory" by either
Stevenson or Kefativer in California. He mentioned Symington.
Harriman and Johnson as leading
dark horses.
Democratic National Chairman
Paul M. Butler denied in Chicago
'that I Eit mocrats might prolong
their convention beginning Aug. 13
to Inconvenience Ratiulalicans erd
news media cuvering the GOP
convention beginning in 'San Francisco Aug. 20. Butler said a prolonged convention would only run
up the covis for the Democrats.
In an Iowa primary Monday,
Sen. Bourke B. Hickenlouper wan
the Republican senatorial nomination against e candidate urging a
"farm protest" vote against the
Eisenhower administration. On the
Democratic side. R. M. (Spiker
Evans. one-time national agriculadministration
tural
adjustment
chief, won apparent nomination.

Edgar W. Wo- lfe. assistant .
tionel director of the Relationsh p
Service, Boy Scouts ef Amerit
wH be in the Four Rivers Co
area this week.

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

71,Airetherby And Johnson
Leading Senate Choices

He will be on the pregrem
Be DONALD J. GONZALES
the Paducah Rotary Club on Wed
United Press Staff Correspondent nesday and Paducriti Kiwanis Clu
WASHINGTON, June 5 AS - on Thursday. Thursday •m irnin
A new battle for power which Mr. Wolfe will be the principal
awed lead to the same reign -al- speaker at a breekfast meeting In
terror tactics for which they now 135nlon for all Marshall County
denounce Stalin may develop noreetiess.
among Russia's leaders, caplogaets
MOSCOW, June 5 ea
Russia's
Mr. %V f!' is
relive of Coluni
said todsy.
leaders called Vyacheslav M. MoloExperts said such • struggle bus, Oh mu. a hi :is, he was a Bay
tov in on secret talks with Presiwithin the Kremlin should not Scout and volunteer leads r. He
dent Tito of Yugoslavia today
FRANKFORT. June 5 rift -The T. Combs, defeated in his guberbe discounted despite the current graduated from Ohio Stste Univerdespite the -old Bolshevik's" renames of two former governors natoriel bid last fall could get the
Soviet emphasis on collective lead- sity. Befare erterine Sc mting protirement as foreign minister.
today were considered leading the nod. they feel that either Johnership and the bitter denunciation tessienally. ha was asaistant perA coroner's jury found 'today
Both Molotov and his successor. field for the Democraie nomina- son or Wetherby may be t h e
scnnel direetor el the Ohio Fuz..1
of Stalin's one-man rule.
tion to the vacant U.S. Senate Democratic choice for both the
Moscow's atmosphere of suspicion Gas Company et als!urnbus. Ohio th it Stanley Walker died from ac former Pravda Editor Drnitri T.
see seal drowning on May 27. The Saepilov, were on the Soviet dale- seat of the late Sen. Albeti W. appointment and the nomination.
and pelitIcal intrigue, they
Mr. Wolfe served professlerally i
Clements, a long-time foe of
reeleie revert of the jury is as gathan that began formal talks Barkley at the capital.
may have .become more inter se Oaten-bus, Middletown end WarDernocretie administration lead- Chandler's. had his political hand
after Soviet Cemmunist boss Nikita re.ri. Ohio befere becorrang as- lea, as: "We the coroner's jusy with Tito and the Yugoslav dale
strengthened imeneasurelly last
S. Khrushchev delivered his now- secieted with the rot:anal staff feel (ram the ev:denee that Stan- gation in the great Kremlin paliee. ers feel that last week's pest-primary. meetng between Sen. Earle week when he defeated Joe. B.
f, meus condemnation of Sialai .of tae Boy Scouts of America in ., v Welkei came to his death from
There had been speculation that C. Clements D-Kye and Gov.
di:owning en May 27.
A. Bates. Gree..up, for the senatorial
lest Februa:y. Full details of the 1952.
'lite; in the Kentucky Lake or the announcement of Malotov's B. Chandler rimy have opened the nomination in the Desnocraic priKhrushchev speech
were math,
resignation from the foreign min- way for the appointment of eithea mary. Bates had the support of
Mr Writs travels thorn:Mout the Aee,•:s,in's Creek"
public by the State Departma.it
natian es.istine local
The jury was C Inposel of Walter istry was timed to concide with former Gov. Keen Johnsoil or the governor.
y S.out
Monday. The derailm. nt
At last week's Chandler-ClemLeonae Wyatt, J. H. Riley. Titus visit to the Savie Union. Lawrence W. Wetherby. a coey of the 58-page. 24-000-o-7i-a Ceuntals in the extenili n of the Eke
It was Molotov who signed Stalin's
speech horn a -soriLeetrieal sou,- Seauting ps•sioein sine the develop- .1 'ho M ire. J H. Steele. and
While not dia.ounting. the pos- ents conference, which Clements
Tito
1948
declaration expelling
ment of coaperative efforts be- Leth. r Richerson. Max H. Chorece."
s.:bitty that other potential ap• termed "very 'pleasent and ger
from the now-demised Cuminform
tween the Pay Sceuts of America le!1
CaZlisway Count Coroner.
Murder Question Arses
poireees such as Wilson Wyatt. dial," the two political eners*s
reportedly came to an agreemeat.
Among ctner things, the speech l and leedees•of caner organizations , The jury met this morning set
But Molotov, who remained as former Louisville mayor or Bert
Mrs. Robert H. Burkeen f MurI se: v.r.g Ati.e C
Chandler is lipid to have agreid
le 30 at the Max H Church,'
ray 'route stx was the winner again raised the quectien of wareefirst depiily premier and memper
to appoint anyone the Clements
'Funeral Horne.
of the Lucky Fotoquiz prize lost er Stalin • die d
of tes - party presidium. held a
for- es approve at BarkleY's SeaWalker fell iuto the water on
IL; • :
week and received ; a $20.00 gift March. 5. 1953. .
proininemt positon at the greenete seat.
May 27 while attempting to unGets Own State Vote
certificate to be cashed at Murray Speculation that he might hals,,e,
covered confeience table
In return, he reportedly asked
tangle a trot line from his outbeen mure.ered was ranted
Stevenson pickeal up 13a2 con- Supply on East Main street
The Soviet delnaation was head
•
W•e-Sais.--44-1;assis.icsatio Aietissarat-vaaliaraseeleprHerrese hr-warr
iefffeltifirlIPPrilitellittn•P-1311T61i• •
native_ ante
_
_ed. by Suitiel_Premiee_
Cimuttlttee Mara Kenttieky: Letitia!'
u'Ening a trot
lie Paul gamin
lin had been Plannme ben:,
of Illinois Monday. He won these
and Communist Party Chief
menMip of the Demacratc deleWayne Colson.
own death "in an.sh eel" a •
.
when the state Democratic conNarita S. Khretschev. Khrusehev
gation to the party's national conhis toi: a:des.
vention chose 28 at-large delegates
sat directly across the conference
vention at Chicago in August, and
had 1 BOWLING GREEN, June 5
Khrushchev
Stalin
sael
to attend the convention with 50
table trent Ta.u.
c
the Kentucky delegation's vote for
merked for liquidatien Fbreign!D,cnilciteant.ezetoofththe
elected earlier in a primary. One
Tito paid courtesy calls on Bul
the presidentiel nomination on the
the Methodist
od
irstuisev
hiuile
r-r
Moister Vyashemilay M. Malotev
of the at-large delegates. each of
ganin and Khrushehev Monday befirst ballots
e
ailatt
e Trade Minister Anastas kV- I ch meet,ng here today considered ; 2-"*"
whom has one-half vote. said he
BOSTON.
June.
5
aa
-The
fabufore visiting the tomb of V. I.,
A
However. Chandler's known-ansea and ether eola Members of .0% eropesscri r6estrirtion of a four,
did not favor Stevenson.
lous
$1.219.000
Brink's
robbery
Lenin and Josef Stalin in Red
.
!million dolls- hcsp!tal at Louisville
.
the political bureau."
Rhode Island Democrats Monday
took a sensational new turn today tipathy to We•herby could end the
Yugoslav
The
presid,.nt
Square.
FT.
CAMPBELL
June
5
rtS
reloirted ".g;erre wrat" and any
-*Mils noised the questionter ,assarindi.plaus gar..sseve-ehur
picked an uncommitted 18-vott
M . Sgt Gene Hin'er t.f. Rock htd Ms reSpPetr-to Unlit bar Aloilowing dismovery of sorre 'et .teg- etnenee of pally narfhony In No.
whether Stalin himself migh• nee ,ches end higher minister salaries
s_ delegation. But an informal real
botest cash in the,, world in a green
PO.
tricireetntettlY
the
embalmed
Island,
III..
Was
shot
to
death
have been killed to prevent the !Monday.
of the delegates indicated
early today at the Skylark Bar body of the late dictator whose metal beer ccoler.
Chandler's chief advisers here
death of those he had marked for
Stevenson would receive 10
Police arid FBI agents seized an
Some 600 m i nisteraal and lay • at nearby Hopkinsville in an rule he reject.
murder.
delegation's votes and Kers,.
estimated $100.000 Monday in a say he would rather give up the
delegates Monday edopeed the re- argument reportedly over a blocktd.:.
was ae:,
t ts
i rt:hbu,
ee
Stain's
nas d
it iw
non
W
ti he
etaid. S
raid on a South End office The chairmanship of the delegation at
commendatian of a special study ed driveway.
While attention centered on. the
money - in mouldy, rotten bills- Claws() than accept Wetherby as•
cemmissien on church 'extension . Pollee issued a two-state pick-up
"sudden brain tanicarliaee s
California primary, primaries also
was taken from the caoler after the Senate appointee or nominee.
a
Kingdom Buildefs order for Otis Blanton. Hopkinsorgan.re
Clements, although he presentexperts still believe he died as
were being held today in South
authorities
broke down a fake wall
:tub to bring in contabutians for vale Negro. wanted for questioning
a
a result of this third stroke.
Dakota. Montana and New York.
panel in the biosenient office of a ly is leading from strength, might
new eheirshes.
c
si in connection with the shooting.
a
Mrs. Robert H. Bisrkeen
pass over Wetherby whom
hard-working lire
he
These are the last of the 1958
building
'Witnesses said Hines, who also
WHITE SANDS PR 0VIN3
presidential primaries.
Two men were arrested near the favors, and sugges1 the name at
Week before last Miss La-se dltion and old age He was 72. I Plans also were suggested for , sees a Negro, and Blanton had
GROUNDS. N.M., June 5 116 -The office and
The New York vote provided no Mitchell won the $20.00 cerUacste But Khrushrhev's words, ce.h. r rais.hg mirie•eta salaries to pro- argued
held for arraignment to- Johnson or Wyatt
just prior to the slaying.
U.S. Navy said today it had no day on charges
Johnson. formerly erf Richmond,
ea direct choice between presidential and cashed hers at Murray Hcme experts said. anew that the inne: vide a minimurn floor of $3.000
of accessory after
intention of abandoning its high the fa.t of
circle of the Kre-nlai 'weaves per year fie Sall time paste re and
candidates Delegates were being and Auto Store.
robbery and receiving now is an executive of the Reybullet
for
physician
kinsville
;
asen ti kill $2.600 ennui
altitude Aerobee rocket despite a
nolds Metals Co. Louisville His
may have had good
for supply minis
chosen with 96 n•tional convention
stolen ge .da.
, wounds either from a .22 caliber second test
•
e
failure of the missile
eppointmerst rn.ght •lye the feelhim
ters.
votes. But Gov Averell Harrimen
"Definitely" Brink's Loot
Or • .25 calibsr pistol and trans- in
less than a month.
was certain to get most or all of
The bills were identified as 'def- ings of residents of the eastern
New Riding Hiatt
Only 112 of the 256 ministers ; fermi to the post hospital, where
An Aerobee "HI- sent illOft to initely" part of the
these and some of the 12 at-large
leot taken in area, who have ccmplained of a
rei
Se died at 5 20
Dee, mats sa.d• the re is n.. ?son in the Louisville C •• •
invesegiate sun spots Monday fiz- the Jan. 12, 1950,
delegates to be named later.
re;:clup at tht lack of representation at Washstrueele ter ,,,iv,ai
the
believe
n
that
V00
r
tea
zled eiut befole it shot past the
ington.
Kefauver was unopposed in the
Brink's counting heuse gerage
Power. within the Koinier. th it sa!aries. it was rep
earth's atmosphere and crashed to Boston's North End. Ten of the at
Wetherby. who has been pracother two primaries. South Dakota
death
Stalin's
has
•
with
began
the desert. The rocket's / irestru- leged Halloween - masked
will have eight convention votes
The ciinference tete veal 10 ri.
bandits ticing law at Louisville stnce his
ended They sald that Khrtisteeev
ment-:Illed nose was smashed to are now under arrest in
and Montana 16.
Massa- term as governor ended, is known
now is rid rig high end at earently ministers. They were: R. R. Go'
bits.
to be agreeable to a term ita the
Russells- Ale; C H Cox. Hi'
chusetts
rice.
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trail
his
censelidate
to
taking steps
Predicts Dark Horse
The Navy said it did not plan to
Senate.
TrenMcKinney.
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W..
R.
staged
The
raid
on
was
infarmagovernHussein
power inside the
Other political news
There is an urgent need for abandon the project but CornWyatt, Louisville attorney who
1.411.1:5bon gained in the i.eest Sunday
ment and the Communist Party. ton; W Maynard Miller,
Sen Henry M Jackson iD.Washi
furnished home s. apartments, mahaer E W. Diehl. Naval Reformerly was mayor of Louisville
PrinceO'Nea7.
Norman
T.
vile;
night
of
roly-roly
Jorex-convict
They noted that of the three
predicted on a radio program
private search Laboratory and InternsRoketis. Reckporl; rooms. Or trailer spa es in
dan Perly. 31. at Boston in 13alti and former federal housing admen who delivered orat.ene at ton; Lewis M.
Monday night that Democrats
yards. Anyone having any of the lion:it Geophysieal Ybar project
ElCity;
Ruyste.
:aye
Paul
H.
more. Perry, a partner in the cam- mintstrator, also is still believed
Stalin's funeial, one is dead and
Orispit ?turn to a dark horse
Murray
call
the
urged
to
above
is
Lhairman. said "something will tracting firm which leased
Pembroke: Wal
t h e a possibility for the nomination.
two down-graded. Lai/lent: P. B-- mer L. Tabir,
list
Chamber of Commerce and
have ti be done" to spruce up the raiderleoffice, was seized after
Combs, now practicing law at
tryria. secret police chief, has been lace A. Willitims, Atlanta, Ga . end what' they have.
Aerobee "Hl."
ing to pass a limp-looking $10 bill Prestansburg. Is a less likely prosshot, Moletev has lost his ftheien Oda S. Wright. Columbia.
The companies invelved in can
Diehl sad an apparent motor de- at a Baleimore shooting gallery.
pect for the nomination as he said
minister's job. Georg! ftlatenkev.
The four - day corifererve ends eructing the natural gas system fect in the rocket was causing it
The FBI in Balt:more said Men- last week he has "no ,desire to go
'who succeeded Stalin for a short Wednesiay with the a'rthouriee- in the city .1-eive many people who
to "lag behind" in research for dee, nauht Oat
Miss Lacy Mitchell
the Justice Depart- to"Washingfon.a
while, lost that job. •
ment 1 f mini...aerial assignments are moving into Murray and need the Internatianal Geophysical Year
A
In a statement to The Floyd
LEXINGTON. June 5 IIA
Washington
ment
in
would decide
the
on
experts
Soviet
Some
for the coming conference year.
Their pictures were snapped as
living quarters at on:?, •
Kentucky wheat growers were
program.
County Times, Combs said ."There
later
when
Perry
will
be
returned
Surprised
be
would
not
Mis. Union
warned Monday that they have they shopped in Murray
is only one office I have ever
to Boston.
to see Malenkov eventually come
until June 11 to adjust their Burkeen was in National Stores
wanted outside my profession. I
FRI Counts Money
out on top again or to see a new
Mitchell
and
Miss
was
in
the
1956 acreages to comply with
Sixteen packets .if eging bills needn't ident:fy that office be-artleader.
top
Ho'
as
face
ompany.
Ellis
wheat allotments for price -sup- N B
ranging in denomination from $1 muse that secret got out last
Look on the Lucky Futoquis
ports.
to $1.000 were counted Monday summer"
Roy C. Gray, chairman of the page today and see if your picture
The Democratis choice would
night by seven FBI sc.ountants.
State Agricultural Stabilisation and appears. in the "magi; circle". If
meet an as yet unnamed RepubThough
a
few
bills
have
turned
Conservation 'Committee. sant that it does, you will receive free
up from time to time and have lican nominee in the Nov. 6 elecadjustment of acreage would que- • $2000 gift certiailate.
been identified as part of the tion to fill the four years remainLook at the ads on the page
r eify growers for price supports
Brink's
haul. Monday's raid W a ing; in Barkley's unexpired term.
week eech
MONTE CARLO. Monaco, Jun: 5
and allow them to avoid marketing also., 'because every
Clements is particularly anxious
the first time any substant.al
merchant on this page offers a
- -Prince Rainier and Princesr,
quota penalties.
to have the Dernecratic split healamount has been located.
enjoy.
will
which
you
special
headed
Grace
back
today
penalty
is
45 per cent of
to a
The
In an earlier development Mon ed, at least on the surface, by
prireipality buzzing with rumors
the May I parity price on wheat.
day, Superior Judge Felix Forte Nevember, as he faces Thruston
she is expecting a baby in Januor $1 07 • bushel.
set Aug 8 as the date for the start B. Morton, Louisville, former asary.
Gray said that a grower whose
sistant secretary of state and re
of the Brink's trial.
acreage exceeds 50 acres but whose
The royal yacht left Majerce.
The 10 men awaiting trial are leading vote-Jostler, in his race
allotment is 50 acres or less may
Spain, Mandey for the tali to the
scattered throughout the state in for the Senate.
harvest up to 15 acres in 1956
Rosier;
sunesoecked
la ay eround
State Dernocriaic leaders n o w
county jails for security reasons.
without being subject to quota
MADISONVILLE. June 5 .1J1 - but the sea was rough and the
An 11th man accused of staking predict that the Democrats will
penalties on excess wheat pro- A ground spraying campaign was laurney could be delayed.
be able to present a united front
part in the holdup is dead
duction.
There was no canary:nation of
in November in view of last
underway today in Hopkins County
reparta
the pr.ncess is Txpaat
week's meeting between Clements
to heat a counter attack by pesky the
and the get:el:nor and their report
salt marsh mosquitoes that were. ing. Father Francs Tucker. the
checked by aerial spraying several American priest who pleyed Cu
broad agreement
!aid they 6nd told him nolhweeks ago.
t
Hopkins County Judge L. R. ing about it.
LOUISVILLE, June 5
- The'
Monegasques were hoping the
Slaton Raid the mosquitoes refollowing prices for strawberries
By United Press
appeared following recent rains. rumors wrre true, An heir would
.Id
Monday
in
Kentucky were
Southwest Kentucky -- Mostly Ground spraying was started Mon- prevent the principality frcm re. pared, by United Press and
fair today. tonight and Wednesday. day in areas sprayed be Planes verting ta France. If that happens.
the
Federal-State Market News
Bilbrey a Goodyear Store is now
warmer
eemewhat
Wednesday. recently.
the .Monegasques would have to
Service. Prices for U. S 1 stock dealer for all General Electric
High today low 80e. low tonight
The White City section and the pay taxes and would be subject
in 24 quart crates.
appliances, accordiqg to Baxter
upper 50e. high Wednesday mid Beau* and Richland communities to French military they.
'central Kentucky area - Volume Bilbrey, oWner of the store
An industrial arts exhibit was held recently in the show room of Parker Moto upper Fels
No special welcome was plannA
were sprayed ,Monday.
tors, local Ford dealer, The exhibit was sponsored by the Ford Motor Company, moderate, demand god, mat ket Bribrey will handle not only
. Slaton said that present supplies for the royal couple but towns
Parker Motors, Western Kentucky Industrial Arts Association, and the Murray stronger with improved quality. the television sets produced by
Some 530 a.m
temperatures: of chemicals for spraying wal people had red and white flags
Beauty and Robinson $7. Blikernore General Electric, but alsws washers,
High and Training School.
Louisville 54. Covington 53. Padu- be exhausted by the end of the ready to drape from their winfreezers. refrigerators and electric
cah 59. Bowling Green 55. Lexing- week, and that efforts will be dows the moment their aaverThe exhibit included objects made in wood, leather, metal and plast.c. The $6.50
Mcuntain and eastern Kentucky ranges.
ton 54. London 47 and Horilethsville made to obtain additional supplies eign's return was announced.,
above picture shows some of the work done by students in local schools. .
area - Volume heavy, demand
urges the general public
57
from the state. Department of
The prince and princess • were
Pictured left to right are D. L. Divelbiss,' James Parker,.Fred Wells, Ponald good market stronger Beauty $7 toBlIbrey
stop in and see the new 19511,
Evansville, Ind., 55.
Agriculture.
married April 29s
J. Baird and Kenneth Cremer.
to $8
General Electric line of appliances,
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TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER

from here to next Monday and will be in just as good condition
as ...Jackson. This is a young m
twice on Sundays.
The theory is that the Hurricane with a dedicated purpose, and a
is the most unpredictable battler he shoots for a September t
the ring ever has seen. He is bout with Moore he also has
egurie to set box ng back alluded to as "simple. stolid and added ability of being able to tar.
sin.
itv OaCAR FRALEY
in great condition." Some h.nt out the opeceation with calls
sumo 250 years.
United Press Sports Writer
that he apparently is so immune hand.
Bocausa if, they lose, you might to pain he must be studying
Moore, meanwhile. may foe,
NEW YORK 4P - There are see Jackson meeting reluctant Bob
yoga.
even more trouble than Floyd
aso bouts this week, whiah de- Baker come September for the
That's a painful allusion. in Making the 175-pound limit is a
; ending on their outcome, can ,l:
a a:Tight championship of the itself, to those who. 'remember terribly weakening process for 0::
next
aradthe the
heavyweight world which Rocky Max ciano cast how Lou Nova studied the mystir Archie and ties Pompey is no stif,
.liampion of the woild or almost
was Still, the incentive is there. On:
met and
art before he
oiuse the abolition of boxing.
'Joe Louis. Yoga past th.s. Archie is certain t.
And thot one wouldn't draw' massacred by
figures to work alit in direct and go in against Patterson for th,
The fir,t is Monday night in ftes in a candy store.
this time Mercian° bauble.
ancient
Th oc is a certain amount of unchangeable proporecns
Londtn. where
Archie
WO.
Yet. staading hopefully if rim
Moore defends the light heavy- trepidation boxing circles that the Hround.
W. L. Pct. GP aeight cherapienship of the world busy Jackson just might uadurnp • Thele can be no doubt but waat ten siggressavely In taei eangs
Jackson Is a primitive man. Se Baker.
against Yolande Pompey. The sec- Patterson come Friday night.
29 IS 844
ond :s Friday night at Madison for one. -have a slight suspaaon earthy that he still can't tad ox .Il raid Jackson Le it Pat*ea
21 16.588 4
Square Garden. where Floyd Pat- that this Ls a wishful fear pro- 'write - although he is pretty good !and Pompey defeat More bat
23 19
tirem is 3 to 1 over Tommy mulgated in the hope that .t will with those figures prthted in the would be, for the time. elrn nat
21 ir .300
•
'from the ‘1,
:dr: w a few customers. Bee lase corners of the natl.:Ws currency.
21 21 .51'0 6a. iHurricanei Jackson... •
If Moore and Patterson don't Patterson figures to w:n this one • Patterson. It should be added ,That leave: .
a; 8,
,
20 24 4,
:
!only Jerks, a a: a la
17 25 4C.-.10
I P'xing just couldn't be iha' !
18 23 .391 11
'unlucky.

MAJOR LEAGUE

LEDGER & IDLES PUBLISHING COMPANY. hie,'
a of the aturiay •Leager. Die Ci.lourly Times, and The
...,
rulies-lielaid, October 20. 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
U. 1842.
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Tito Addresses S3viets On Arrival

Yesterday's Games
'ATTORNEYS LOLLAPaf.
AT siANQUET
-----tDiaa MOIN 5 lows iha
Oao•eola. Iowa ano:eeys
Fricky night at • state ba cia.ten banquet. avelett K. J ,
64, suffered a- mild heart o .
and Robert -Kalmar faint( a
heliane Jams trio an a

•
C:eve:,ind 7 Was... 4:
Ch.cago 13 Baltarnore 4. ntglat
C:ray facam..-s Sch. 7i... .1

We give

Top Value •
stamps

A mob.le
. rac henreforth w:11 bring eeiti'm medical nezessaly I. oaratery anidy. treatservircs to TVA env:. ye:s wh.-ae , ment of a bo- annerted illness and
. aan against cer- Chic.igo at Washington. night
rernate from I Injuoes onrriiniza
vo:k a- cat:ens
TVA matqal car.ters. Dr 0. M. I taor ciaseaaes. temporagy treatment Clevc...na at Baltimane.
City at Nese Yoelit.
De -rya(. ry. TV.A Doeziar of Hell- t ef nor a alnesse, aras.ng during •
Boston, ragnt
today. A: the present work hours. aid health eciucata.n fl,' •
th.
time a.baut 8 GOO ernployees will and amaanza The majerity of
sec:ricers receive these serviees at
benefit tram this serstre.
()mon-c- v's Garnet
Tbe clinic was cperated cn a three permanent medical centers
trial-ruri cas.s last year. The roll- at Kr.oxvile and ChartancogaIn Ch
,
i.Vashiraa.on. nraat
ing slime nas been equaopad and Tenrsnaeo and Wilson Dam. Ala- Cava:a:Id at Baltimore. night
Are a warning of office.:
operalso
are
Health
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serv.:•e5
such
staled to provide
city
New York
K
as chest X-ray electracardiograms. ated at all large costiuct.on proj- De:. a.. at 130,t0T1
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blood 'pressure measurement. plood ects.
set
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and vision tests. and height-weight
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frem the three principal health
ever-or-under nutrais.n.
Ky.
Paducah, CORP.
centers that these basic preventive
W L. Pet. GB'
Dr. Derryberry s..4 the clinic services car.not be conveniently
24 16 WO
Pittsburgh
is a useful .o 'I far l.elpir.g TVA and economically provided Hence
YUGOSLAV PRESIDENT TIT() (center, light uniform) addresses Soviet leaders
2a 14 56,8 1
Mowaukee
phyiiicians mar tain an up to-date tar development of a plan to
there
24 18 571 1
Cincinnati
who welcomed him to Moscow at KievsLy railroad station, assuring "
health
assessment of ar, employee's
For Information Call
take servi.7es to employees whete St. Louis
camp."
the
of
25 19 .i401
Socialist
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the
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be
misunderstand
will
again
never
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Funeral SN reaths ..... rxraz.vely
o
and Sprays
ii
,
rrang4rtistically .4
. annouraed
TVA tcday

1--

award af
:so contracts for b,. g.ng coal
TVA etearn plants The A
Transaertaacn :.ompary.
A.ab. ma, received a two year a n.
sot for 5456.000. fer hauling sera
15th at Poplar -- Call 479
plus possible 10 per cc
•
• :•:ase :n tornare hauled
a:: also owe:tains Sr. 0,114
TVA to extend for an add.:
Pau- ..
years Igert. Inr
o.e.
Ky reee.ved • 21-rn:a:th 539850
ILLIA W E%iI,D
11,
barging cor.tract Tonnage may b_
Fried In•eas Staff
re %pendent
increaaed 15 per cc nt C .rare
NEW YORK 'I? — ethet Owen.
coc.ir. an optioh ta extend to
j art actress who earns her keep
T nit two years- by ;laying' hateful mathers-in-law,
laves the old battle-axes herself.
."I'm always 'east the same way
ais a tyraracal. derianeering
woman." said ?dist: Owen today.
-./.veryone heap me. y 4U ShOU1,1
• some ef the tette:a I get. Bu:
they
I lust adore those parts
. ye me • rhan-e to get all Inc
‘enom out af my system:a,
\lira Ovver. a 30-y ar-veteran of
Voluai-al a are .e Jackie
Gleason's Mother-in-law in the TV
•ra ymooners" skits. •Elat she is
knaar, even better as
a; ace Burton. the dictatoraa rro•
r and metheron-law. on CBS
radio's •'Second Mr• Burton." a
soap series.
Till LAM WONDER PAINT
o:esson's
Jackie
been
-I've
every
You'll be color-right
r'o:hcr-,r.-lawsir.-e he had a
SPRED
Gladden
time with nea
:nether-in.-law on TV.- she said.
SATIN Diornatonc(.olors' Now
"That matheron-law--she's Alice
you can choosccolorsvou want
from giant 4- color chips that
Kramtlen's mother - isn't parta,assure you of perfect harmony
ti.arly as .ekgarn as the other
a kill room fr.hrics,
rnee I play. But she holds 'her
floor coverings.
own with Glaason and that's quae
•Use SPERO satiis
a trick in itself.
11•• w•115,t•Alioei,
•reoeldw•rk.
"Mrs. Burton is more the type
BRITISH actress Joan Collins Is
11111•••••6. r•11•••
41•••••d1.11.C...16
shown in LI/3 Angeles, where I have been dons over the year!
••1516 ureforl
she won a divorce from British -the rich old woman who rules
all
actor Maxvrell Reed, 34, who' woh 'an iron hand and runs
tae
had suer] her for 51.250 a ref children. I suppose I get
month alimony. She said he • les
.hea'ausie of my manner and
constantly helitUed her talent big voice."
PAINT & WALLPAPER
The 43-year Old Miss Owen. ,r.
and appearance until she lost
STORE
confidence. lier testimony was
.vate Lie the wife of Jahn Hale
Ph. 383
corroborated by sister Jacque- Amy, has three married daughters
401 Maple
(frifernatioaal) • her awn
line (right).
-
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t..t us show you why ...
it's money in your pocket
to buy your Rocket now!
If •em•ie liven loneing for the has ashen ami ccold
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Broadway
Takes On Its
Summer Look
By JACK GAYER
United Press Drama Editor

t

Marjorie Steele, Wife of millionsire grocery chain heir Hunting- I
ton Hartford, will become t h e
leading lady of
On A Hot
Tin Roof' June 18, replacing Barbara Bel Geddes.
Shirley Booth is scheduled to
leave "The Desk Set" June 23,
but her successor has not yet been
announced. She is to head a second company which will present
the play in San Francisco July 16.

THE LEDGER dz TiMPg — MTTRRAY, KY.

N
ew Crisis
May Face
Britain

Marriage At
Peak In U.S.

By CHARLES M. McCANN
United press Staff Correspondent
Paul Muni and "Inherit T h e
The next few days may tell
NEW YORK aft —The BroadWind" will take a vacation begin- whether Great Britain is going to
way play roster begins to take on
ning June 30. The play will re- face a new crisis in Singapore.
its summer look next week, with
sume Sept. 14.
_Independence negotiations for the
sire of the past season's standcrown colony broke down in Lonb
gone from the scene, others
Edward G. Robineon and 'The don
last week,
preparing to depart and new play- Middle Of The Night" will recess
David Marshall, Singapore's chief
ers taking over a nurnbea of key on the same date, resurning Aug.
minister and leader of the deleroles.
27. The two-season run of "Wit- gation which
went to London to
"The Lark" and "The Great Se- ness For The Prosecution" will negotiate, has started for home.
bastians" end their runs tonight. end June 30.
He left behind him a wake of
The former, in which Julie Harangry statements predicting dire
Vivian
Blaine
and
Steve
Mcris won new acting honors as Joan
developments because the Britist
of Arc. achieved 229 performances. Queen will replace Shelley Win- goverrunent refused to accept his
ters
and
Ben
Gamey
two
in
the
The company will resume work
demands.
9g. 4 with a four-week stand leading roles of "A Hatful Of
He says he is going to resign
iLita the annual festival in Central Rain" on July 2.
when he arrives. This, he says,
-City, Colo. Thereafter it will tour
The first two offerings of the will open the way for the extremfor most of next season.
brand new 1955•57 season will ar- ists in Singapore to take over.
The Lurits ran 22 weeks in "The rive this month, after whieh there
Lee Kuan Yew, leader of the
Great Sebaseans.' They will va- is not scheduled to be any new left-wing People's action Party,
cation at their -Caren home in Wis- Broudway activity before Septem- represents the extremists — of
corain, then take the play on tour ber.
whom there are many.
in the fall.
Lee was a member of Marshall's
The new ones are musicals — London negotiating team, which
'Met controversial antic, "Waiting For Godol," originally billed -Shangri La" at the Winter Gar- included all elements in Singapore
for a four-week engagement, will den on June 13 and " New Faces" politics.
earinitely leave next Saturday at the Ethel Barryrriore Theater
Lee. on his return, may order
on June 14.
pieta after 50 performances.
the left labor unions to stage a
Ezio Pinza and Walter Slezak
series of riotous strikes.
are through as the two leading
Face serious Trouble
players in the long cun musical, WORLD'S SADDEST STRIPPER
It that happens, serious trouble
"Fanny," as of tonight. Lawrence
will be in prospect.
Tibbett replaces Pinza and Billy . PARIS aP — Colette Garden,
But if Marshall and Lee are
Gilbert takes over for Slezak be- billing herself ae "the world's smart, they may decide to let the
ginning Monday.
saddest stripper." emerges each situation settle down for a while.
Helen Traubel will be replaced night at the "Latin Quarter Thea- There are indications that a basis
in "Pipe Dream" by Nancy An- ter" in mourning clothes She Peels for new negotiations could well be
iLews on June 11, the same day them off, piece by piece, to the found.
Marshall is going to visit Prime
tRat Imogene Coca will make her baleful beat of a funeral dirge,
Broadway dramatic debut by re- while tears stream down her Minister Jawaharlal Nehru of Inpla:ing
Claudette
Colbert
in cheeks No one in the audience dia. "neutralist" leader and archfoe
"Janus."
of "colonialism," on his way back
has been wen crying. however.
home.
It is just possible that Nehru
will give him some shoothing
advice.
If Marshall carries out his threat
to resign, the way would be open
for an election in which Lee would
take over.
That would bring a dangerous
t•W•Tel COMMAMtiarti. Nab,*
is f r iendl y toward Communist
China and Soviet Russia, But he
doesn't want Communists to get
ceMtrol of Singapore or any other
area in his neighborhood.
Nehru might advise Marshall,
,s a gesture of moderation, to
withokt his resignation for 3 while.
That might bring a cooling - off
period. And Marshall certainly
needs cooling otf.
Man Of Temperament
A wealthy lawyer, whose Jewish
ancestors fled Spain centuries ago
to avoid persecution. Marshall Is
a man of temperament. He flies
off the handle frequently and
makes statements which he later
regrets.
The London negotiations failed
because he thought he was in •
"position of strength," as they
call it in the cold war. He made
demands which no British government could accept, especially the
eerly control of internal security.
This security Margholl i•ould safeguard only with the aid of British
troops. But he wanted to be able
THREE "'HIROSHIMA MAIDENS" among the contingent undergotng
plastic surgery in the U.S attend funeral for one of their number. to decide just what constitute&
Tomoko Nakabayshi, 25, who died of a heart attack lust after her • secure situation in event of an
outbreak of violence.
third operation. The Japanese girls were disfigured in the •torn
Marshall ve-,s surprised. as well
bombing of iiiroshirea,(leternatsoviet Sousdpitotol
as angry. when te negottatiens
broke down. He tried to make
some new proposals. But it developed that he lacked the support
of his own delegation.
Marshall's own position in Singapore has now been weakened. If
he keeps on nursing his sneer,
he may be one of the chief
losers.

'HIROSHIMA MAIDEN' FUNERAL

FOUR COUNTS OF MURDER

WARDEN George Morrison of the Lake County, Id,, Jail attempts
to shield Mrs. Opal Collins from camera as he leads her to courtroom to hear an indictment charging her with four counts of first
degree murder. She is accused of shooting to death hr paraplegic
husband Ben, a GI war veteran; his mother Julia, 48; his two sisters, Mary Sue, 11, and Martha Ann, 14. The tragedy occurred In
Intoniatiossai)
the Collins' home in Hammond May M. .
_
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he Channel Sworn

— ----By WILLIAM EWALD
United- Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK la --The channel
swim. . .
NEW YORK. N. Y. —Marriage
'The $64,000 Question" will celas a way of life is at peak popuebrate its first birthday next week
larity among American men. In
by bringing back a clueter of top
number, American husbands have
winners to the show. The producers have ordered a foot-high cake
reached a record high, totaling
from a local bakery Which will
needy 39,000,000 in the civilian
population alone.
feature a reproduction of part of
the show's TV set.
The typical Arner:can nowadays
The McGuire Sisters will take a
marries at a relatively early age.
long leave from the Arthur Godestablishes his own herusehold soon
frey cast after this week. The gals
atter Marriage, and keeps his nose
are scheduled for a club date in
to the grindstone to the extent
Las Vegas and won't return to
that he bears responsibility for
Godfrey's stable until late July
raising a family throughout most
of his working life. About 95 perwhen the redhead takes his show
cent of all married men under
to Cheyenne. Wyo.
Rosemary Clooney is so visibly
age 65 are gainfully employed.
pregnant she had to call off the
These facts are derived from e
OUT OF SEASON
statistical profile of the American
An economical snow fence can shooting of her half-hour TV sehueband
by statisticaans, using be made [rem discarded lettuce ries with only 2:3 shows in the canlargely data from the Bureau of crates
Rosie will shoot 13 more films
after her baby arrives in August.
Jack Barry says he's very close
to completing a deal with a sponsor for his new TV quiz game,
-Twenty One." It's a giveaway
based on blackjack, the card game.
Unemployment compensation
Nice work if you can get it:
Wally Cox, once employed as "Mr.
Peepers," still is drawing $1200
a week from NBC for doing nothing. Cox has three more years to
go on his contract with the network.
NBC is brewing a musical baseball comedy for World
Series
time. The Oct. 5 spectacular will
be based on Robert Alan Aurthur's "A Men's Game." It's a
play about a lady pitcher which
you may have seen on TV a few
seasons back.
Stewart Barthelmese son of the
old screen actor. Richard Barthelt
mess, has been appiinted manager of WABC, the flagship of
ABC here.
The line-up: "Make Room For
Daddy" picked up a new sponsor
a tissue maker, and will be dropFRESIDENT EISENHOWER signs the farm bill designed to bolster
ped into a Monday evening slot
farmer income by shrinking surpluses thrbugh a $1,200,000,000 soil
by ABC-TV next fall. "Armstrong
tank. Scene is the White House.
(international Bosiadpkoto
Circle Theatre" has been renewed
for next season. "Topper" will
replace "R's A Great Life" on
-**—•
NBC thir—june

SIGNS SOIL BANK FARM BILL

BIG DIPPER

Steve Alien's New Show
Steve Allen's new Sunday show
is scheduled to start on June 24
on NBC-TV. Sammy Davis Jr.,
Bambi Linn and Red Alexander,
Skit Is Henderson and Gene Rayburn have been lined up for the
opener. Thus far. neither Eyche
Corme nor Steve Lawrence have
been tapped for the first show.
Maurice Evans won't be back
on TV next fall because he plans
to appear in a George Bernard
Shaw play on Broadway. Evans also must prepare a tourine COT parry and a London company of
"No Time For Sergeants."

ALL BUT TWO
MARSHALL. Ill
— Ronald
Medsker got mad at parking
meters, no he mowed down 33 of
them with his big truck
Police ra:d Nedsker's ''only regret" was that he missed two
meters in the town square

-

Why, the water's Net right
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LAST UNION ARMY
DULUTH. Minn lt
— Albert
Woolson. 109. the only survivor of
the Civil War Union Army, returned to St,.-Luke's Hospital
Wednesday night after spending
Memorial Day with his family.
Woolson got out of the hospital
only last Saturday following a
week's treatment for lung congestion
.. DISCI AIMS OTHER TWIN
WASHINGTON RP — A man
apeearing before Juvenile Jueg';'
Edith Cockrell insisted he was the
father of only one of a set of
twins born out of wedlock, lie said
he was father of file one who
"features me more" but disclaimed
parentage of the other.

Industy Zeal
On Incline
ERANICFORT —interest of outof-state manufacturers in locating
new plants in Kentucky communities has picked up sharply in recent months, a spokesman fur the
State Agricultural ik Induettial
Development Board seid today.
George W. Hubley, Jr. director.
isid at a meeting of the board
that 48 companies. representing 10
types of industries, are "prospe:tMg" for sites in various sections
of the state. He Said their plans,
taken as a whole. Involve 27.300
new jobs, annual payrolls of $06
million and plant investments of
more than $172 million.
Biggest of the companies the
Attar) Board staff is currently
working with are 18 firms planning production of primary metals,
machinery and equipment, Hubley
mid. Their combined employment
would be about 21.000, with plant
investments estimiated at $IM million.
Hubley said another 16 of the
"active prospecta" are menufseturers of chemicals, paper ard
• per prnducts. Other industries on
the list include apparel and textile,
/agricultural
processing, cement,
glass and fabricated metal products.

PAGE THREE.

the eviiSUS. Furtner details include
the following:
Over one-quarter of the presentday husbands are under 35 years
of age, and an additional foutti
are in the 35 to 44 age bracket.
Art the same time, however, the
number at ages 65 and over is
close to 4,400,000 — about 11 percent of the total — and is growing rapidly.
Four-tifths of the families where
the hiss-band is in the age range
of 25 to 34 have at least one child,
and nearly one-quarter have three
or more children. The relatively
large families are even more corn men where the husband is in the
35-44 year age group.
Although in most families the
husband is the sole breadwinner,
in about oneefounth of the families
both husband and wife are employed

points to 96 p.: ,ant
Production declined 1.5 to 99.3
in Chicago, 2.5 to 96 in St. Louis.
Is to 98 in the mid-Atlantic dos
triet.
to 1006 in
Wheeling,
to 98.5 in Pittsburgh and 1.5 to
97.5 an Cleveland.
Rates held steady at 101 in
Youngstown, 105 in Buffalo, 23.5
in Birmingham, 89 in New England, end 94 in Cincinnati.

Small Percent
Metal Workers
Expect Drop

CLEVELAND aft — A Steel
magazine survey showed today
The first American exports
Only 25 per cent of the metalworkEurope ivere timber products
ing industry expects a third quarshipment of "pitch, tarre.
ter production drop, but steelmakboard and wavneee"
ers will be the hardest hit by th(
in,1608,
decline.
Response to the magazine's sur
vey indicated 40 per cent exasea
an increase in sales volume
36 per cent expected their so.
to remain about the same
The magazine said a
be felt more by steel,
.
by ethers in metalworking ii
eral because mare steel is le
produced this first half than -being consumed. After the price
adjustment and labor settlement,
consumers are expected to drain
their inventories.
Of those who look for an increase, the magazine said, most
see only slight gains. Of those who
predict a decrease, many are'
bracing for a substantial decline
Some of the steelmakers w:Il
welcome the third quarter easiie:
in demand on some farms of steel
bemuse it will enable them to eve
better service to steel-starved consumers, and to make needed repairs to equipment, according to
the magazine.
Steel said demand for second
half delivery is less urgent than
it is for the remainder cf the first
half, because of the expected prase
increase sternmang from labor negotiations. Quite a few producers
alto want hikes to help pay for
plant replacement and expansion.
Lessening of demand h a s retie ted only slightly in the
production rate Ingot prode
is as high percentagewise,
was a year ago, but it is ye
more tonnage,— for today's te
ity is higher.
The industry held steady at 96.51
per cent of capacity last weolc.
District
rates
advarced
2.5

Ace EQUIPMENT
I

for EFFICIENCY
Expedite your office operations with the newest,
best ideas in equipment.
Visit Our Modern Office
Supply Dept. for Every
Office Equipment Need.
• Desks

•

Chairs

• Adding Machines
• Filing Cabinets
• All Your Office Needs

LEDGER
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TIMES
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I.

TM Inly 1111111
... America's lowest
priced 4-wheel ctriveiruck.

TIE 1E9' IffltlIT WWI
In

r

11.

Save time and money
with 'Jeep' vehicles
With power take-off, they pro‘ide
mobile power to operate many
kinds of equipment. There's a
'Jeep' vehicle to save you time
and money on sour Jobs.

around the clock, 365 days a year.
They're time-tested and performance-proved in billions of miles
of dependable transport service..,
and they're the only vehicles in
Tbe
their weight class originally designed and engineered completely
for 4-wheel drive off-the-road use.
They travel the highway in confanny of 4.111,11-Drire Miklos
ventional 2-wheel drive...and for
rough going shift easily into 1111UTS...wrics ems oresC SOWN &Oro aeldel:
4-wheel drive for extra traction.

jeep

Ask your Whys dealer for an on-thejob demonstration!

ASHCR AFT

MOTORS

201 Maple St.

Murray, K v.
......•••••••••

Luxury. that's what It Is.

We Will Be Closed
On Thursday Afternoons
DURING

JUNE -JULY AUGUST
•
Towel. please.

BELK-SETTLE CO.

' HERE'S PENNY, Who's dainty dips In her pachyderm pool are one
of the main attractions of Fleishacker zoo In San Francisco, She
starts by testing the water wits her trunk, then administers a
blustery mouth wash. When she gets water in her ears, she
Mounds her head against the wall- . anternattonai SmendphofoaA,

MURRAY, KY.
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4-Wheel-Drive 'Jeep' vehicles
help you get more work done
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American League

Pisla ate
Kans. s City
Washihran

TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER

HAVE YOUR
WINTER

STANDINGS

New Yank
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c. per CI..C 'go
year
per
53.50; else. '1evc rid
mon.h 85c. in Calloway and adjoining ;our:lies,
wneres $.5.50.
B)ston
TUESDAY

-SPORT PARADE -

I

Vs reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best
triter est of our readers.

P.:altered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for transmission as
Second Class Matter

W. L. Pet
29 16 .Oil
21 16 .568
23 19 .548
21 21 .500
21 21 .570
29 24 .455
17 25 .4C5
18 28 .391

CLOTHES
CLEANED
FOR THE
SUMMER

We give

Tito Addresses Soviets On Arrival

Top Value •
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Ch.cago 13 Baltimore 1. night
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.
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blued pressure measurement, blood ects.
However. many TVA employees
and vision tests. and height-weigh;
determ.nations as one aidtx of are stationed at stash distances
frem the three principal health
over-or-under nutraian.
renters Iliat these basic preventive
W L Pet GB
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Dr Derryberly s.;c1 the c",
car.nat be conver,iently Pittsburgh
.
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15 24 3a5
ava:Lble to the employee's private taa re aas: teahnisians and a
13 25 342 10
to clerk. All Xaav alms land electreOhY.s.cian. who will be asked
keep TVA physicia,na ir.formed of .ardioeram 7raran5s are interpreted
his findings and treatment. Dr by a phystrian. sang with reports
Derryberry sa.d this exchenge a on other tests. The. physician nod.
Infairnaticn embles the TVA heal- Les the er.1;-..1 .yee of find.ngs. S. Las • 11 New York 5, night
......vaaservire to encourage employees incluejag any follow-up steak ne- Brookl)r. 3 Milwaukee II. raght
iiiSinaali 8 PfUlr'S, nigiT
14 C4'"iid,". ish-nortruit _candations
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having direct
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Tne
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an
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erripa yees in
reamed
• stsr ea.1
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t faz.vnt.y ar.d
;cos
TVA.: health and safety program Pealadea nia at Cincinnati. night
themselves or
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since
operating
been
which ha,,
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Tomorrow's Games
env.i./unental arid industrial ha'gene TVA and local and eate
hesItn departments have worked Brooklyn at Mt wukee, night
ra_retratively on mar.y health pi ..- Patsha.gh at Caicaxo
jects of mutual concern
New York • S' h.iu. night

Tomorrow's Games

CLOSED
AFTERNOON
in June - July - August

OHIO VALLEY TERMINI).

YUGOSLAV PRESIDENT TITO (center, light uniform) addresses Soviet leaders
who welcomed him to Moscow at Kievsky railroad station, assuring "... there
never again will be misunderstanding among the nations of the Socialist camp."
In background listening are (from I. to r.) Premier Nikolai Bulganin ; Yugosla.v
vice president Edvard Kardelj; Mrs. Tito; baldheaded Nikita Ehruschev, and in
corner with hat on. Soviet President Klementi Voroshilov.
riaternaticnal RaLtainsounciphoto)

ifERMINIXe.111
contrailifillfrinflisa •
For Information Call

rViURRAY LUMBER

COLLEGE
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Today's Games
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JUNE is the month
to say i ni do!
r

Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
Arrang.tt TWA
rtistically
4

today annoaracd award '
two contrasts for b.., gang C0••••I
TVA :learn plants The A Trar.q:crtat.cn :ampary. Shea'
A.ab. ma, received a two year
trart for $458.000. for hauling
c
C5.
plus possible le
in tor.nage
,
_Lso .conta:ns
TVA to extend for at, add,:
1 .v,
year
Igen. Iro
• Ky received a 2I-maath 1.306300
irt %LI)
barging cor.tratt. Tonnage may ta
ircreaared 15 per cent C .rara. , reeled press start i .r,A•eundent
cantalas an uptlon h• extend
N9 YORK 'I?
so ac.rts. wit4 - earns her keep
by ;laying ha:.-ft l mathers-in-laaa
yes the old battit-axes herself- Um always cast the Name WZ,V
S a ..yran.cal. dim nuer:rig, till
°Mari.- said Miss Owen today.
-ilveryone hates me. y ai should
s s..rr.e af the tette:5 I get. Bu:
, I just adore three parts - they
14A-P me a rhatre I.) get all the
r
venom out i,f my 'ystem
MAS Ower. • 30-yi ar-veteran of
• Jackie
'sa• t'seatri-al '..ars
Gleason's mother-in-law in the TV
"Honeymooners" skits. 'B-'t she as
p:shrbly kr.,,Wr, even better as
C:ace Burton. the distatorisl mother ;,..nd mother-In-law. on CBS
radio's -Second Mrs. Burton." a
soap series.
Till LATEX WONDER PAINT
Gleason's
Jackie
been
"I've
r-7
ese
•rght
to:
You'll be
e he had a
ci c the r-.n-law
time with new t,li lien SPR ED
mother-in-law sin TV." she said.
SATIN Drsmatonctolers!Now
-That mother.,n-law--she's Alice.
vou can choose colors vou want
trorn giant 4 color chips that
Kramdan's mother — isn't part-assure you of pertect htrmony
a:a:1y as elegant as the °thew ,
oh room fzhrics,
nee I play. But She holds her
coverings.
floor
with Gleason and that's ittil'e
can
•Us. SPUID SATIN
w•Ils.
a . trick .n itsell.
gry•orlyroylr.
-Mrs. Burton is more the type
BRITISH actressedoin Collins Is
•Brwsl••s. r•11••5
tier...0rd ••• Hrt•mils
shown in Los Angeles, where I have been dong over the years
noilss
yr 0H. wets? I
she on a divorce from Britati —the rich old weman who
actor Maxwell Reed, 34. who aath an iron hand and runs ell
her children. I suppase I get the
turd sued her for 51.250 a
month alimony. She said he •ales Iseesuse of my manner and
constantly belitUed her talent big voice."
PAINT At WALLPAPER
and appearance until she lost
The 83-year old Miss Owen. a-.
STORE
confidence. Her testimony was
.vate Lie the wile of John Halt
Ph. 383
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'from here to next Monday and will be in' just as good condition
as jackson. This is a searing ta
twice on Sundays.
The theory is that the Hurricane , with a dedicated purpose, aril
AIIILIML11111
is
the most unpredictable battler 'he shoots for a September
10 SAVE MONEY
. the ring ever has' seen. He is bout stath Moore he also has
On Your Plumbing
11,
to set boxIng bad( alluded to as "simple, stolid and added ability of beinea ahle to tae.
It tiaCAR 'RALLY
lin great condition." Some h.nt out the opaosition. with eahe:
at ni' 250 years.
('oiled Press Sports Writer
; that he apparently is so immune hand.
Bdesuse if they lose, you might ,La.- pain he must be studying
Moore, meanwhile, may firea.
NEW YORK 1? — There are sue Jackson meeting reluctant Bob
even more trouble than Floyd
PI UMBING CO
.wo bouts this week. , which de- Baker come September for the
That's a painful allusion, in Making the 175-pound limit is s an&
41/11111111I
sending on their cutcome. can • aeavyweignt championship of nie
a
who
those
to
a
remen.bei
itself,
terribly weakening process for
next
the
heavyweight world ehich Rocky Maiciano cast how Lou Nova etudied the mystir
aa duse
Archie and th.s Pompey is no at:;
:tampion of the woild or almost aside
was Still, the incentive is there. Our.
met and
before he
, art
.ause the abolitain of boxing.
Yoga past this. Archie .is certain a
And thst one wouldn't draw .'A massacred by ‘Joe Louis.
.tigurts to work out in Vert and go in against Patterson for taa
The firat is Monday night in Mes in a candy store.
.
ancient
Archie
Thsre is a ceatatn amount of unchangeable proporticns this time Marciano bauble.
London. where
Yet. starling hopefully if no:
Moore defends the light heavy- trepidation boxing circles that the !sround. too.
Thete can be no doubt hut what tett sgares.,•,vely In Cr:ti w.ngs.
weight champ!, nship of the world busy Jackson just might uadurnp
against Yolande Pompey. The sec- Patterson come Friday night. 1, Jackson Is a primitive TAIL So Baker.
4
12 .,.:alcl Jackson Lest Patter,'
cad :5 Friday nigat at Madison for one, -have a slight susia-ton . earthy that he still can't read ol
i•, Square Garden. where Floyd Pat- that this is a wishful fear pro- 'write -- although he it pretty good and Pompey defeat Moore but:
6a: terson is 3 to I over Tammy mulgated in the hope that a will ' with those figures pr:nted in the would be, fcr the time, elIrn nato
•
, dr. w a faw customers. Bar tuse corners of the nati :n's currency.
6,. 'Hurricane Jarks.on.
from the he a•
Pitoeson. it should be added. That leaves. ia
8'.
If Moote and Patterson doll Patterson figures to win this one
only Jack:: n a:Ag
, be ,h:,.
lt''.:ng just Ircou'.1-.
11
Unlucky.
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Broadway
Takes On Its
Summer Look
By JACK GAVER
United Press Drama Editor

-a t

Marjorie Steele, Wife of millionaire grocery chain heir Huntington Mart/ord, will become t h e
leading lady of 'Cat On A Hot
Tin Roof' June 18, replacing Barbera Bel Geddes.
Shirley Booth is scheduled to
leave -The Desk Set" June 23,
but her successor has not yet been
announced. She is to head a second company which will present
the play in San Francisco July 16.

New Crisis
May Face
Britain
• •

By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
Paul Muni and "Inherit T h e
The next few days may tell
NEW YORK Re —The Broadway play roster begins to take on Wind" will take a vacation begin- whether Great Britain is going to
its summer look next week, with ning June 30. The play will re- face a new crisis in Singapore.
surne Sept. 14.
Independence negotiations for the
stare of the past season's stand crown colony broke down in Longone from the scene, others
Edward G. Robinson and -The don
last week.
preparing to depart and new play- Middle Of The Night" will recess
David Marshall, Singapore's chief
ers taking over a nurnbea of key on the same date, resuming Aug.
minister and leader of the deleroles.
27. The two-season run of "Wit- gation
which went to London to
-The Lark" and "The Great Se- ness For The Prosecution" will negotiate,
has started for home.
bastians" end their runs tonight. end June 30.
He left behind him a wake of
The former, in which Julie HarVivian Moine and Steve Mc- angry statements predicting dire
ris won new acting honors as Joan
developments because the Britis-t
Queen
will replace Shelley Winof Arc, achieved =9 performances.
government refused to accept his
ters
and
Ben
Gazzara
the
two
in
The company will resume work
demands.
"pg.. 4 with a four-week stand leading roles of "A Battu' Of
lie says he is going to resign
ea the annual festival in Central Rain" on July 2.
when he arrives. This, he says,
City, Colo. Thereafter it will tour
The first two offerings of the will open the way for the extremfor most of next season.
brand new 1956-57 season will ar- ists in Singapore to take over.
The Lunts ran 22 weeks in "The rive this month, after whieh there
Lee Kuan Yew, leader of the
Great Sebas-tians.' They will va- is not scheduled to be any new left-wing People's action Party,
cation at their farm home in Wis- Broadway aotivaty before Septem- represents the extremists — of
consin, then take the play on tour ber.
whom there are many.
in the fall.
Lee was a member of Marshall's
The new ones are musicals — London negotiating team, which
That controversial antic, "Waiting Dar Godot," originally billed "Shangri La" at the Winter Gar- included all elements in. Singapore
for a four-week engagernent, will den on June 13 and " New Faces" politics.
dfinitely leave next Saturday at the Ethel Barrymore Theater
Lee, on his return, may order
on June 14,
night after 50 performances.
the left labor unions to stage a
Ezio Pinza and Walter Slezak
series of riotous strikes.
are through as the two leading
Face Serious Trouble
players in the long-a-un musical, WORLD'S SADDEST STRIPPER
If that happens, serious trouble
"Fanny," as of tonight. Lawrence
will be in prospect.
Tibbett replaces Pinza and Billy . PARIS tle — Colette Garden,
But if Marshall and Lee are
Gilbert takes over for Slezak be- billing herself as "the world's smart, they may decide to let the
ginning Monday.
saddest stripper," emerges each situation settle down for a while.
Helen Teaubel 'will be replaced night at the "Latin Quarter Thea- There are indications that a basis
in -Pipe Dream" by Nancy An - ter" in mourning clothesf`She peels for new negotiations could well be
clews on June 11, the same day them off, piece by piece. to the found.
Aid Imogene Coca will make her baleful beat of' a funeral dirge,
Marshall is going to visit Prime
Broadway dramatic debut by re- while tears stream down her Minister Jawaharlal Nehru of Inpla:ing
Claudette
Calbert
in cheeks. Ni; one in the audience dia, "neutralist" leader and archfoe
"Janus."
of "colonialism," on his way back
has been seen crying. however.
home.
It is just possible that Nehru
him some shoothing
will give
advice.
If Marshall carries out his threat
to resign, the way would be open
for an election in which Lee would
take over.
That would_ bring. • dangerous
swing toward Communism Nehru
is friendly toward Communist
China and -Soviet Russia. But he
doesn't want Communists to get
control of Singapore or any other
area in his neighborhood.
Nehru might advise Marshall,
as a gesture of moderation, to
withold his resignation for a while.
That might bring a cooling - off
period. And Marshall certainly
needs cooling off.
Man Of Temperament
A wealthy lawyer. whose Jewish
ancestors fled Spain centuries ago
to avoid persecution, Marshall Is
a man of temperament. He flies
off the handle frequently and
makes statements which he later
regrets.
The London negotiations failed
because he thought he was in a
"position of strength." as they
call it, in the void war. He made
demands which no British government could accept, especially the
early control of interrral security.
This securely Marshall anted safe
guard only with the aid of Britisltroc-ps. But he wanted to be ata
THREE "HIROSHIMA MAIDENS" among the contingent undergoing
plastic surgery in the U.S. attend funeral for one of their number, to decide just what constatut
Tomoko Nakabayshi, 25, who died of a heart attack just after her • secure situation in event of ar.
outbreak of violence.
third operation. The Japanese girls were daingured in the atom
bombing of Hiroshima.
Marshall was surprised, as well
(I rat ervsat'Una oundphOtol
as angry, when te, negotiatians
broke down. He tried to make
some new proposals. But it developed that he lacked the support
of his own delegation.
Marshall's own position in Singapore has now been weakened If
he keeps on nursing his sneer
he may be one of the chi,'
losers.

'HIROSHIMA MAIDEN' FUNERAL

TTTE LEDGER & MPS — MURRAY, KY.

Marriage At
Peak In U.S.

Its.

the following:
Over one-quarter of the presa:
sky husbands are under 35 years
Of age, and an additional fouth
are in the 35 to 44 age bracket.
Art the same time, howeyer, the
number at ages 65 and over is
close to 4,400,000 — about 11 percent of the total — and is growing rapidly.
Four-fifths of the families where
the husband is in the age range
of 25 to 34 have at least one child,
and nearly one-quarter have three
or mare children. The relatively
large families are even more common where the husband is in the
35-44 year age group.
Although in most families the
husband is the sole breadwinner,
in about one-toureh of the families
both husband and wife are employed.

SIGNS SOIL BANK FARM BILL

t

BIG DIPPER

ALL BUT TWO
MARSHALL. III IT? — Ronald
Medsker got mad at
parking
Imeters, so he mowed down 33 of
' them with his big truck
Police ra.d Medsker's ''only re:net" was that he missed two
meters in the town square

Why, the water's hut right.

LAST UNION ARMY VET
DULUTH. Minn. IT — Albert
Woolson, 109. the only survivor of
the Civil War Union Army, returned to St
Luke's I-respite!
Wednesday night after spending
Memorial Day with his family
' Woolson got out of the hospital
only last Saturday following a
week's treatment for lung congestion

tar-sgaiseeld

DISCI Male OTHER TWIN
WASHINGTON IT
A man
smearing before Juvenile Judge
Edith Cocktail insisted he was the
'ather of only one of a set of
twins born out of wedlock. He said
he was father of the one who
"features me more" but disclaimed
parentage of the other.

Industy Zeal
On Incline

•

WARDEN George Morrison of the Lake County, Ind., jail attempte
to shield Mrs. Opal Collins from camera as he leads her to courtroom to hear an indictment charging her with four counts of drat
degree murder. She is accused of shooting to death hr paraplegic
husband Ben, a GI war veteran; has mother Julia, 48; his two sisters, Mary Sue, 11, and Martha Ann, 14. The tragedy occurred in
finterwationaI)
.
the Collins' home in Hammond May, 26.

a

"active

The Channel Swim

—
By WILLIAM EWALD
United. Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK he —The channel
swim. .
NEW YORK. N. Y. —Marriage
-The $64.000 Question" will celas a way of life is at peak popuebrate its first birthday next week
larity among American men. In
by bringing back a eluster of top
number, American husbands have
winners to the show. The producers have ordered a foot-high cake
reached a record high, totaling
from a local bakery which will
nearly 39,000,000 in the civilian
population alone.
feature a reproduction of part of
The typical American nowadays
the show's TV set.
marries at a relatively early age,
The McGuire Sisters will take a
!Ong leave from the Arthur Godestablishes his own household soon
frey cast after this week. The gals
after marriage, and keeps his nose
are scheduled for a club date in
to the grindstone to the extent
Las Vegas and won't return to
that he bears responsibility for
raising a family throughout most
Godfrey's stable brad late July
of his working life. About 95 perwhen the redhead takes his show
cent of all married men under
to Cheyenne, Wyio.
age 65 are gainfully employed.
Rosemary Clooney is so visibly
These facts are derived from ca
pregnant she had to call off the
OUT OF SEASON
statistical profile of the American
An economical snow fence can shooting of her half-hour TV sehusband
by statiaticaans, using be made frcm discarded lettuce ries with only 23 shows in the canlargely data from the Bureau of crates.
Rosie will shoot 13 more films
after her baby arrives in August.
Jack Barry says he's very close
to completing a deal with a sponsor for his new TV quiz game,
-Twenty One." Its a giveaway
based on blackjack, the card game.
Unemployment Compensation
Nice work If you can get it:
Wally Cox, once employed as "Mr.
Peepers." still is drawing $1200
la week from NBC for doing nothing. Cox has three more years to
go on his contract with the network.
NBC is brewing a musical baseball comedy for World Seaies
time. The dot. 5 spectacular will
albe based on Rabert Alan Aurh6a's "A Mun's Game." It's a
play about a lady pitcher which
you may have seen on TV a few
seasons back.
Stewart Barthelrness, son of the
Oil screen actor, Richard Barthelmess, has been appiinted manager of WAI3C. the ffageaip of
n e-up:
ABC
Thehelire
"Make Room For
Daddy" picked up a new sponsor
a tissue maker, and will be dropFRESIDENT EISENHOWER signs the farm bill designed to bolster
ped into a Monday evening slot
, farmer income by shrinking surpluses through a $1,200,000,000 soil
by ABC-TV next fall_ "Armstrong
bank. Scene is the White House.
(feterriat tonal Soandpaoto)
Circle Theatre" has been renewed
for next season. -Topper" will
replace- - 'it's A a GentiaaLfra o'h
NBC this June 10.
Steve Alien's New Show
Steve Allen's new Sunday show
is scheduled to start on June 24
on NBC-TV
Sammy Davis Jr..
Samba Linn and Red Alexander.
Seat Is Henderson and Gene Rayburn have been lined up for the
opener. Thus far, neither Eydie
, Gomm nor Steve Lawrence have
; been tapped for the first show.
Maurice Evans won't be back
on TV next fall because he plans
to appear in a George Bernard
Shaw play on Broadway. Evans also must prepare a touring cornpany and a London cranpany
"No Time For Sergeants"

FOUR COUNTS OF MURDER

FRANKFORT —Interest of outof-stiate manufacturers in locating
new plants in Kentucky communities has picked up sharply in recent months, a spokesnan for the
State Agricultural dr Industtial
Development Board said today.
George W. Hubley, Jr.. director.
said at • meeting of the board
that 48 oanesinies, representing 10
types of industries, are "prospeeting" for sites in various sections
of the state. He said their plans,
taken as a whole, involve 27.300
new jobs, annual payrolls of Pa
million and plant investments of
more then $172 million.
Biggest of the companies the
AaraD Board staff is currently
workin.g with are 16 firms planning production of primary metals.
machinery and equipment. Hubley
mid. Their combined employment
would be about 21,000. with plant
irvvestrnents estimated at $107 Million.
Hubley said another 16 of the
prospects" are rrvan ufacturers of chemicals, paper and
paper products. Other industries on
the list include apparel and textile,
agricultural
processin.g,
cement,
glass and fabricated metal products.

a

Census. Further details melee

'PAGE TITREE
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Small Percent
Metal Workers
Expect Drop
CLEVELAND IIPI
A Steel
magazine survey showed today
only 25 per cent of the metalworking industry expects a third quarter production drop, but steelmakers will be the hardest hit by the
decline.
Response to the magazine's sur
vey indicated 40 per cent expectea
an increase in sales volume who 35 per cent expected their saan.
to remain about the same.
The magazine said the dip we:
be felt more by steelmakeis haze,
by ethers in metalworking in gea
eral because more steel is be.n:!
produced this first half than is
being consumed. After the price
adjustment and labor settlement.
consumers are expected to drain
their inventories.
Of those who look for an ir crease, the magazine said, mos:
see only slight gains. Of those wh.
predict a decrease, many ar
bracing for a substantial decline
Some of the steelmakers w.I1
welcome the third quarter easina
in demand on some farms of steca.
because it will enable them to.give
better service to steel-starved consumers, and to make needed repairs to equipment, according ta
the magazine.
Steel said demand for se
half delivery is less urgent
it is for the remainder cf the tea half. because of the expected pr.
increase stemmIng from labor re
gotiatione Quite a few pro -I'
alio want hikes to help pa.,
plant replacement and expa
Lessening of demand h a
flei ted only slightly in the
production rate Ingle prod':
is as high percentagewise.
WiiS a year ago, but it is
more tonnage.— for today's caPaa
ity is higher.
The induary held steady at 96.31
per cent of capacity last week.
i
District .aates
advanced2.5 '

naaa.- ,
per cent in 1:124.7ot
Procluetr:al declined 1.5 to 99.5
in Chicago, 2.5 to 96 in St. Louis,
to 98 in the mid-Ataintic district. hr to was in Warnaing,
to 98.5 in Pittsburgh and 1.5 to
97.5 in Cleveland.
Rates held steady at 101 in
Youngstown, 105 in Buffalo, 23.5
in Birmingham, 89 in New England. and 94 in Cincinnati.
The first American exports
Europe ;were timber products
shipment of "pitch, tarre,
board and waynacot" wra,,
England in 1608.

to
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MoLrIFINIZE Your

AceEQUIPMENT

for EFFICIENCY
Expedite your office operations with the newest,
best ideas in equipment.
Visit Our Modern Office
Supply Dept. for Every
office Equipment Need.
• Desks

•

Chairs

• Adding Machines
• Filing Cabinets
• All Your Office Needs

LEDGER
and

TIMES
iv 55

TN IIIMMAIL

... dues more a la "anywhere-anytime-

TB TEIP' THU
...America's luee.t
priced 4-wheel drive truck.
a.
TB 'NIP' 111(111 TIMM
far bean a. Or

!JLI,11).

•1•44- .44
1.

Save time and money
with 'Jeep' vehicles
4-Wheel•Drive 'Jeep' vehicles
help you get more work done
around the clock, 365 days a year.

With power take-off, they provide
mobile power to operate many
kinds of equipment. There's a

They're time-tested and perform- 'Jeep' vehicle to save you time
ance-proved in billions- of miles and money on your jobs,
of dependable transport service...
and they're the only vehicles in
their weight cliss originally designed and engineered completely
for 4-wheel drive off-the-road use.
They travel the highway in confatally if 4 Wheel -DrIre 'Aides
ventional 2-wheel drive, and for
rough going shift easily into nun.. vows Imo alms it 4 noel prtri'WW1,
4-wheel drive for extra traction.

'jeep

Ask your ;nays dealer for an on-the-job demonstration!

ASHCRAFT
201 Maple St.

MOTORS
Murray, Ky.

We Will Be Closed

, Luxury. there HIM It Ila.

On Thursday Afternoons
DURING

JUNE-JULY AUGUST
•
Towel. pgasse.

•

HERE'S PENNY, who's dainty dips In her pachyderm pool are one
of the main attractions of Fleishacker zoo in San Francisco. She
starts by testing the water with her trunk, then administers a
blustery mouth wash_ When she gets water in her ears, she
Paunch; her head against the walL
(International Soundphot05A‘

BELK-SETTLE CO.
MURRAY, KY.

•

•
db.

OW CD

edailgrat.•

•
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Women's Page

Club News
Weddings

Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Servants Called
,anshng
ii Species

SOCIAL CALENDAR

NEW YORK - IP - T. household servant is likely to become
the "%anis:him( American.
' by the
Tuesday. June 5
wed of this decade. says the Geri
-Group II of tne CWF of the
Awe:ince Menufacturers Associe- First Christian Church will
Meet :11iss
thin.
at the chureh parlor at two-thirty
o'clock Mrs. eFeaah--Releeets will
To prove its point the esseeeteon
be hoe:eels.
cites some figures.
• • • •
Miss Joann Spann. bride-eke; .1
Greer I of the
In 1930 there were 420.119 daof the Finn John Simmons. was the honoree
mestehi employed, in 1E40 ins f.g- Chneein Church will meet at the at a miscellaneous shower held
IM-s. A. B. Ausitin at two- on :he lawn .4 the home of Mrs.
use dropped to =6,781. eed by •
Cletus Hubbe on Beale Street on
1050. there wen. 1402e6 Tes let- heerty o'clock
• • • •
Monday evening. May 28
ter fgiure averaged out
r. ntee
The Worreen's Society of Chrisover three domestics for eviry lee
The hostesses for the occasion
tian Service of the First Methodist
dwellings.
were Mrs. Hubbs end Mrs. -Bennie
Church v.- 11 have a luncheon at
it eaumated that in e desads. the soeal h..11 at eleven o'clock SPanse
For the prenuptial ochneeen the
yeu'd have to sierch 100 h.:nin with M's Mattse
Trousdale, new honoree
chose to wear a blue
New York stew alone
poeident. preceding. Call cinch/
linen freek with white accessories
full-tune servant.
cheer-men for reservations.
and a corsege of white carnations,
• • • •
The assohatoin said r.
gift of the hostesses.
The Delta Department of the
automation is continua.e
The hoporee opened her many
a
Murray Woman's Club will have lively and useful gifts wh.ch were
clip.
a potluck sapper at the clut5 house placed on a table centered with
The up-to-date lutcnen w.th its at hx-thirty oelaset.
a bride and bridegreoin statuette.
• • • •
thermostatically - comnilled and
Delightful refreshments w e r e
easy- to clean ranges and other kit- U,..
served by the hostesses. Fifty
china appliances has cut the nees. i:fist
guests were invited.
for devnestie help.
.1keting
to the h.. - .
time serv-ahteel Fez the mote p..r. iirh.
.
elh Wsyne Weson opered her ;
they are g her y
r e
' 1:- ern-':°:" an' h:me Lr the May meeting of Me
are living -in3. honees
aLso made easier to manage beceu.se of the East S de Hoinernakers Club with
ar.d Mrs. Russell phi
lebor-sav.ree devices, hah assL.cia- Mrs R. E. Kelley, president. pre- Theo« Mesh. are the parents
a
-.
sieir.g
at
the
meeting.
t:on said.
daughter born May 11 The baby
Tee deveeaa was given by Mrs.
girl
we.ghed eight pounds 11
: D. W..e. who used as her subounces and has been named Janet
see "lithe'. Mother Means To Me"
Lynn. Mrs. Phelps is the farmer.
ehe rn.:ei s wire read by Mrs.
Clara Jaee Miller. daughter of Mr.
W'
aYr...'e W''' :-'
and Mrs. R. M. Miller of Murray,
Mrs - A.- Sprenger gave the ,
, who will visit their daughter and
mein eseen on - W°°der•
Tr30"! family next wetikend.
:se Low Story
A work meeting fo rt.he making i
• • • •
o/ a Pretest
.
the
,f
'''''
)
"`qt7h;sh.
l.
"Ys7 via
,
'
s th
Plahh
hied
i 1- Mr And Mrs. Clayton Werkmeh
COKE ALEC
'
'
r "
.. :
'''`''Y "a"... '' 14. e
Th
eh.,--hh
''Y ,' and c:: hren of Detroit. Mich.. left
l'A:k ').;.''''''
"
I'''' "t te'ti '''''''''''.
11P••
• ... i Sunday efter a visit %tett their
vie rnerr .i.g
paren's Mr and Mrs. 011.e WorkLIZ
Kam.
The hub henered Mrs. ehilliarn ,
n and Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Bond wa., .:s .031:mg t.)1A-n in the, miler.
.
eeee fe-e....re wit:, a hJnikerchhe,f1
• • • •

I..

Activities
Locals

.hiss Barbara Howe
Becomes Bride Of
Patrick G. Rogers

Joann Spann
Honored At Shower
At The Hubbs Home

w:-..,:.k.. h,pp,ned

, •. • . •

_
Persona!s)

2&virAdrireow

TODAY and WED.

Kair.cmotssia,
JONI
w

Ithe
er ...e
lle -'. rh
Il'irt
.,. :
1 -thh
."
.,..., '---- 'n.t_ ,Itritrei 3r37A111x lariller-hvere
- ----e- se
i the recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
nese d
.
Russell Ptielpe of Taruca, Miss.
Delicacies hertihmenits es_ re sae• • • •
•.ed by the heshee. Ten members
Mr and Mrs Jeff Shioat and
ad tnree ves.te.s - 3.1.e John!
Mr and 3dr1. Rhaert W. Huie
hasseer. Mrs' RI, Devine, ans
spere Inc weekend in Louisville
Mrs. Aectie Hurt - were piehmt,
to attend the graduation of their
The reeelar June rneet.r.g vnl:
son and brother. Carl Everett
he held in Use home of Mrs. RdShrum. wiso reetived his M
Te. :err.,nd
eegree from the Un.versity of
ootesville

&VW'
(

•01.01

er ire
lee lei* • le i heeel
L.reia trut•,- • iii
;0•1..

•

•
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Campaign On
To Spur
Bible Reading
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON all - American
churches are putting on a campaign
to revive the long-dormant national
habit of resding the Bible.
They are having some success.
Philip el. Landers director of toe
National Ccuncil of churches committee on use and understanding
of the Bible, told thc United
Press there are definite signs of
an "upsurge in Bible reading and
study"

cwr

Side Club lias
/n Ifome Of
Wayne Wilson (

1

Landers
and
other
religious
leaders agreed, however, that it
is high time for an upsurge.
Surveys among both adults and
high school students in recent
years have disclosed what one
churchman called
an appalling
degree of Biblical illiteracy" in
a nation where familiarity with
the scriptures was once regarded
as the first purpose of education.

THE

Church of Christ
Seventh and Poplar Sts.
Murray,
Kentucky
PRESENTS

Bro. Bill Rogers
of
Paducah, Kentucky

and Mrs J W
Burke-en
sans. David and Denny. of
eesheille. Tent, spent the weekd votle relatives. They were aempenied by lau tester, Miss Ola
'tee Burkeen. who will Spend
s weeks with them.

Consolation Given
By The Telephone
Lefeee
o - Shut-ins
"Inc dawn heerted" receive a
ayes ar.d a short talk by calling
local teleehene. number.
Rev
Merrell C. Petty. pastor
' the leynnfield Street Baptist
!lurch. "inaugureted the service.
calls it a Teal A-Prayer" servRev. Petty said persoes have
.11ed as late as midn..geit for the
seeonds of egrechng and a verse
f prayer" on the tape recorded
• • • •
PIGEON ON SPREE

4.

-,
14.
1

NEW YORK IP - A pigeon
noyed by the new electric birdeofing on city half went smock
emday in, a restaurant across the
. -eet.
Before it could be caught, the
iieon went on a nut binge, gobmg up peanuts. pecans, cashews.
I walnuts on display in the
ndow

i.

Household Hints
Pierim sandwiches will stay fresh
longer if you seal the edges of the
wax paper whipping. Use a hut
iron to do the sealing.

(Personals)

/aw '
-:,-c
•
:ONLY A CHARRED SKELETON th left of this home, "victim" of i
_Creek-Turk fighting on Cs prus.
(International Sound photo) f

SUMMER SPECIAL
PORCH RUGS
3\5 at

Little People
Smarter Than
Big Ones

6x9 at

Brighten Up Your Porch

22

muRRAy
DRIVE-IN

Breezeway or Den

CRASS

Furniture Company

antiques. Knowing that Part
But take those kids." the 3imy native state, the antiqu, sear old congressman said &song
doubtlessly are-a lot of them
an interview. 'They are hard to
priceless
handle,"
Commendable Reseed
Not long back. Gray was apGray's pooling of aircraft was
pearing before a bunch of youngdone mhstly during World War II,
sters His stunt was to put a pint
and his record was commendable
of milk into .- • hidden recess
He still likes to soar up to the
somewhere about his person. Acwild blue yonder. and often does,
tually the cow juice was to run
when time allows.
into a newspaper, lined with reek
Incidentally, one of his magic
proof paper and shaped like a
stunts is to take a shirt off
conc.
an Innocent without the innocent
Some little clown in the back of knowing about
it. This once came
the hall who could see around a
a cropper.
corner. shouted:
-This fellow whom I got engaged
Gat All Wet
conversatioa so he wouldn't
_ -PJur it down your s!eeve
know what I was up to, was
The congressman was stumped.
so engrossed in hat I was saying
What else could he do'
that he was like a clay pigeon."
He poured and got all wet
the congressman said.
Gray a handsome dark - haired
"It was in front of an audience.
fellow, usually is dead serious
It was most embarrassing.
when he pulls his tricks
'When I, gut the shirt off the
Never has he accepted a dime
fellow, ha undershirt was so dirty
from the slight - of - hand. Even
giggles came up I didn't know
though he is licensed to pull
how to get the shirt back on."
rabbits out of hats and flowers out •
of vests he does these things
"for a cause"
The same goes for his auctioneer
business Gray never has tried
to pawn off a spavined mare
or a lop-eared or blind mule on
A
anybody. •
Back home most of h.s auction.'
coring had to do with real estate0
I led

PRESIDENT GETS DEGREE IN TEXAS

?fa/Bi
C10=
- - Er
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CLEANS AND
RE-CLEANS WASH
WATER TO GIVE
YOU CLEANER
CLOTHES'

ewsMakets New,1956 General Electric
RITERNRO Wisher
Removes Lint, Sand and Soap Scum

A GOSPEL MEETING
June 3 through
June 10

NEW G-E FILTER-FLO WASHER
Circulates and filters your wash water at the rate
of six gallons per minute-removes lint, sand, and
soap scum to give you whiter, brighter clothes As
the Filter-Flo Washing System circulates the water,
sand settles out the bottom of washbaaket. Soap
scum floats away. Lint is trapped in the filter.
* SIG CAPACITY, TOO! Over 50% more clothes
cfopacity than many other automatics.

Senator Symington

WILLIAM WALTER MEtTON, chairman of the hoard of trustees of BayPresident Eisenhower's
Pr Une crehe Waco, Tex., covers most of
Laws
face as he drapes the hood of an honorary degree of Doctor of
665 graduating seniors at
i t*" hint. The President, in his address to
establishment of educa'the university's commencement, urged the
..re they are needed as
tional facilities in the areas of the world wh,
a meant of ennabatillig

coaasaullist pro9355^d5. s(Internatiwal)

/
1
4
SENATOR Stuart SymInieth9
shown in Washington on his retern from the Missouri State
Democratic convention, takes
on new political stature with
the 88 delegate votes of his
etate at his disposal. For instance, if a deadlock develops
between Pollai Stevenson and
Senator Estes Kefauver at the
national convention In ChIcagh
In August. Senator Symington
will be in a strategic position.
He Is a darkhorse possibility
who seems to be getting less
and less dark. (IntersatkmalL

* WATER SAVER CONTROL! Saves water on
FIVE-YEARsmaller lloads
*

th'PROTECTION PLAN!- Backs
famous G-E dependability.

COME IN TODAY!

BILBREY'S
CAR AND HOME SUPPLY
210 Main

••••1•••;••••••.
,

—

•

$1.95

4x6 at
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Bro. Rogers will speak at 10:40 on
Sunday mornings and 7:30 each
night. He has perhaps engaged in
more public discussions with divers
religious persuasions than any young
man in the world today. Thus we
sense the opportunity which we extend to you in inviting you to avail
yourselves of the sessions ahead.

r VICTIM OF

By United Press
Vary mutems by adding finely .
--51-1IMMEICIIIMIMICSillgeleleilIK 11117
111gElleiNCEMIllee
chopped cooked bacon to'the dry
ingredients before adding the liquid. Also, try a teaspoon of jelly,
Mrs. Allele* G. lager;
Major denominations are now jam or marmalade on top the mufMr. acill Mrs. E ls Howe of working, separately and coopera- fins before putting them in, the'
Murray announce the marriage of tively, to re-introduce their mem- oven.
their daughter. Baibara. to Patrick bers to the book which earlier
G. Rogers, Petty Micas, third generations revered as man's riceclass, son of Mrs. Margarita Rogers est source of wisdom and surest
Davis and the late Mr. Rogers of guide to life.
—ASSORTED COLORS —
Make Intensive Effort
Detroit Mich., cn Maroh 28. 1966.
Mr. and Mrs. Welter Farris and
Dr. J. Carter Swaim, executive
in Hernando, Miss.
director of' the National Council's Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Farris visited
Mr. aid Mrs Rogers will make department of the English
Bible, Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Weather'.
theca home in Detroit, Mich., after said intensive efforts are
being spoon and Mrs. Jennie WZOthero
his discharge from the United made by Methodists. Presbyteri- spoon in Bowling Green on ThursStates Navy in August 1956.
ans. Episcopalians. Evangelical and day.
• • • •
reformed churches and "numerous"
other denominations to organize "FRIEND" LIKES HOSPITALITY
adult Bible classes and discussion
groups designed to stimulate regular
DECATUR. Ill. ee - Mrs Jan.'
Roark charged today her husbo
reading of the scriptures.
In hundredo of communities. brought a "friend" home to dir.:
churches of several denominations last weekend and the man stah
are joining forces to sponsor com- over until late Monday no•
munity-wide Bible study projects. then left with a dozen pairs
More than 600 such "interchurch her husband's shorts.- a ruby ri:
Bible projects- were carried out a pair of shoes and a suitcase.
i,n
stares last year. and leaders
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
hope for even more widespread 'Mai .2,
1ffraiara
United Press Staff Correspondent cart:cipatIon this year. The NagrAhelleTeetheheh....- -liiesa...Usiss-Tbois..•-(lettrfeti --helps- -with - these
J azif
4;-4,
that
lprojeces by providing speakers.
people
h ter than big once. Bibical movies, tedchifig materials
At least the little ones give him and audio-visual aids_
more misery.
Special efforts are being made
The Democratic lawmaker from to interest young people in the
West Frankfort, Ill., is • licenaed Bible. The United Christian Youth
gilot, a licensed auctioneer, and a Movement, which represents some TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY '
licensed magician. He fooled Ms 30 denominations, is currently dis"A BULLET FOR JOEY"
colleagues on the floor of tit tributing throughout the country a
starring
House the other day by Pu
, booklet which tells high school
Edward G. Robinson
six red roses, cut of nowhere I.land college groups how to organize
South 3rd St.
Phone 381
with George Raft
prove'
. that everything is rosey
ow* "

Mr

TUESDAY — JUNE 5, 1956
programs of Bible study and discussion.
Cite Sales Figures
Clergymen have seen too many
dust-covered "faintly Bibles" to
assume that Bible-reading necessarily follows Bible buying. gut
even when taken with several
grains of salt. recent Bible sales I
figures are impressive.
Publishers estimate that more
than 6 million copies of the Bible
will be sold in the United States
this year-an all-time record. The
Bible's nearest competitor on the
best-seller list-whatever it may
be-will be lucky to rack up total
sales of half a million copies.
Landers is convinced that one
reason for the booming sales and
increased church interest in Bible
study is the publication, in 1952,
ef the new "revised standard
version" of the Bible.

ha-

Phone 886

up

•

•
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al Association of Safe Manulac- , All me.al construction with lock
turers. The Daily Ledger & 'rimes and easy carrying handle. On
'Mice Supply, Phone 55.
'1'F display in he Office Supply Departme.it ox the Daily Ledger &
material
class
first
MONUMENTS
TF
granite and marble, large selec- Times, phone 55.
tion styles sizes. call 85, home
phone 526. See at Calloway Monument Works! Ves.er Orr, owner.
J5C
West Main St., near college.

E

DO YOU need a machine to staple
bocklets and folders from 8 pages
to 128 pages? See me Bostitch i
Saddle Stapler at, .he rally Ledger ,
& Times Office Supply, Ph. 55 IS'

OH, DEER

RUG and UPHOLSTRY cleaning.
Moth-proffed at no extra cost. Wall
cleaning service. Call "Specially"
Wall and Rug Deterger Co., 6634
,J2OC
1935 PLYMOUTH 4-dour sedan. Wright, 208 East Buena Biota,
Radio, heater. Clean inside and Higaland Park 3, Mioh.
June 61'
out $125 18th at Main. Ph 1303.
June 7P reRNERAL ELECTRIC Filter. Flo
washer. Top trade in allowance.
3 ROOM UNFURNISHED garage
apartment. Hot water, wired for GIRLS 26-inch bicycle. Good cn- Easy terms. Bilbiey's. Phone 886.
June 7P
June OC
electric stove. Call 1463-J. June6P ciition. Call 1252.

- FOR RENT
k

2 FURNISHED sleeping rooms. HOUSES, F.H.A. approved three.
Prisate bath and entrance. Men 3 bedroom houses. ond two, 2 bedJ5P room houses. Downpayrnents as
only.. 300 N. 6th. Ph. 1743.
low as $600 witn small monthly
payments. These homes are modern
in every aspect, with electric heat.
Also we have one,nice store buildA UPRIGHT PIANO in good -un- ing in Stella, Ky. See or contact
J5C
&awn. nos just been tuned. Priced Freeman Johnson. Ph. 2056

FOR SAL1-7

t.

June 7P

to sell. Call 5344.

45 ACRE FARM near New Provirzule from pavement.
ONE LOT & APT., a-eroded at 719 dence.
Poplar. See Nelson Blalock. Phone School bus, milk and mail route.
H.
June 7P Excellent buildings. Gaylon
375 dor 176531 ass,ht.
Answer te Yesterday's Possle
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Wa. le weal Patios

HAVE YOU been looking fox an
handy,
iPairll filing cabioet .hat
comact, easy to carry? We hay
it di- the Steelmaster File-It Cases

Card

N'tileirwair•
3u.-Nerse
netk ,kka
31-Rodent
•• creek letter
33-Opening I.,•
earth's •or fare
34-Crony (culloq.)
Hi-Pompous
display
33-Weird
II-Projecting
teeth
41-gaklmo's hut
47-Threadbare
45-Matured
P.-Depend on
47-Resort
k
-K
1. -Mountain pass

"There are two types of people
who got into the theater
those
Who are complete extroverts or
those who are shy and need to
express themselves," he believes. ;
Leslie moved on to study at the
Toronto Academy of Arts and,,
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent then to one of Brando's schools, .
HOLLYWOOD !IP - A Canadian 1411e neighborhood playhouse in
Mountie's son who until recently New York. He broke into television
Was a bus boy at a Sunset Strip i where he acquired 150 leads on
restaurant now is making love isoch shows as "Studio One" and
to Debbie Reynolds, Joan Collins sewife, singer Monica Boyar.
Paramount nabbed him for 'Tile
and otper beauties in the movies.
Vagabond King- but before the
Leslie Nielsen is MGM's bet to picture was finished MGM had
be one of the hottest new stars 'lured him away to a long-term
of the next year. Most ntw actors contract.
who hit success t.6se days- are
"One of the reasons I worked
the torn T-shirt, Marlon Brand°
type. But MGM is building tSe so much en TV was be.Ause so
ex-busboy to stardcm as a sophis- many people followed in Brando's
footsteps but I didn't," the 30-year
ticated "male Grace Kelly."
Niels-en is tell, blond' and re- old actor said.
Sleeved. MGM -gave-him the -onry
-drew the sophisticated parts.
!
starring male role in "The Opposite
!I was called for the Rex HarrisonSex" ,n which he wooed June ,
L.2aize Howard type roles he even
Allyson and Miss Collins.
I resembles his namesake Howard).
in a tann boy oom the
Yet after four brief years 34,Leslie was parking cars and pick- wilds of Oacada whoa had never
ing up dirty plates for film stars I been closer to fancy riving than
pouring water for D.nny Kaye
is-, a restaurant in Hollywood.
restaurant," '
to"sItuhdiytcheihniekmedatohgerraephlryomat aalar and Clark Gable in a restaant,"
UCLA." ne laughed,
he said today between scenes !
of his another starring picture.
"Tammy." with Debbie Reynolds
at Universal-International.
"I was too shy to asic for a
job so a friend got me one in a
FREE INSPECTION
restaurant."
Leslie had an "in" into show
business. He is veteran actor Jean
Hersholt's nephew. He visited his
uncle regularly but never confessed
-Licensed and Insuredhis secret urge to act.
Phone 441
Finally Leslie went back home
Sam Kelley
to Calgary where his father was

I

DON'T READ THIS ADD; Unless
you are going on your vacation
and want to insure your life up
to $25,000 with $25,000 blanket
medical expense by day or week.
Then Call Galloway Insurance
J5C
Agency, Phone 1062.

Of Thanks

LAWNS MOWED. Call Shelton ' We wt-.h El-express our grateful
Oanady. Phone 1CO0-R. Have 3 goat and sincere appreciation fur the
power mowers. Rotary type.
kindneas shown to
[many aces
June Ma es during cur hours of sorrow in
our son and brother.
COLLEGE Beauty Shop announces the death
never
- Marie Hall has been added to Stanley Walker. We can
for all the kind
enough
you
thank
their staff, Thursday, Friday, Satbeautiful
the
urdays Call 648.
June 6C 1 deeds rendered,
_ -floral offerings and the rescue
PERMANENT WAVE Special - squads an the others who helped
$10.00 wave for $7.50, includes find pine our fronds who were
haircut, styling, sharnpou and set. so nice to bring food. the Max
For appointment -call Lucy Besheor, Churchill Funeral Home and Bro.
Zane Taylor or Marie Hall. Phone Loyd Wilson.
648. College Beauty Shop. June6c
Mrs. Lela Walker
Brother and Sisters
WHY HUI NSW MOTOR when
you can get one completely rebuilt for one-half price of new
motor, from one horse powei
one hundred horse power. We also
buy, sell, and exchange. Pierceall
Electric. W. Broademay, MayLeld,
Kentucky. Day phone 2173. night
J7P
I6-M

a

Read The Chuefiedb

A SAD-EYED DEER views its distant haunts from the "prison" of
the Harold Hosted basement in North Plainfield, N.J. The poor
thing must've been a victim of curiosity. The house is a splitbevel dwelling, and apparently the deer wandered into the garage,
then through a door into tha basement. About how to get out it
knew from nothing, had to have help. (International Soundphoto)

TERMITES

Kelley's Pest
Control

MILWAUKEE ZOO BOASTS TRIPLET FAWNS

1-Darki.n

.1

IS

PUZZLE

14- I Amked
Jr
3a- bike amends
36-Tine gone by•
37-111nall
IS
..1:
3Ctio-Kip. plias
go,a,,
44-11'r.A,.“, food
46-Wander
47-Antlered
animal
43-Speed con teat
;a-Bo:erase
52-Sheet of glass
Li-Sacred Image
54-Oeity
LZ.-Pootless
Di-Slippery
61-Kind of bean

ACROSS

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble and Granite Works
builders of fine memorials for over
half century. Porter White, Manager. Phone 121
July 4C

a ..mountie" in red jacket. horse.

SUPERIOR
JOB PRINTERS

BUSINESS MEN! Do you forget
those important appointments or
perhaps remember them At the
Last monent? Do rall need a conlDact attractively beend book for
appointenenta, memoranda, diary
and addresses We have just thil
thalag.-111 a Naaaila- -5.2SLY -Atotkal--- a.
- Undated,' reinstate end
pocket-size with simulated leather
I
'
case with inner pocket. Lodger &
Times Office Supply Dew etereet.
o
o Sc

For
Over Half A Century
DISCUSS

FREE
ESTIMATES

YOUR

SINGER SEWING machine repreFor sales,
sentative in Murray
service, repair. cre•tact 'am Hall,
TFC
1817 Farmer. Ph. 1632-M

GLADLY

NEEDS
WITH
1'4

4

DO YOU neea protection against
the loss of your valuables by Ore/
Thetta Buy a compact Victor Treecure Chest certified by .he Nation-

•

,61*
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Challenge For Dr.' Mays

etc. He "baloneyed my way" to
I an annotm:Ang job on a Calgary
redo station-an ordeal as he was
painfully shy.

1

al111110

I
!

PAGE FIVE

B
us Boy
G
roomed To
Be A Star

.. •

The Ledger & Times

f

__Ala. eke

• .

e, -•••

PHONE 515

FAWN TR1FtETS are shown at play a few hours after their rare birth at Milwaukee, Wis. zoo. The
mother is a white-tailed deer. Last triplet fawn birth at the zoo was 20 years ago. (International)

By

NANCY

Ernie Busitaisillee

A new novel by ELIZABETH SEIFERT.
051955. by Elizabeth Seifert Reprinted by permission of the publish.
Cr. Dodd, Mead a Co., Inc. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.

•
me," and so fortla he told Helen going to bend the efforts Of youi
of the interns' call, and of the giant brain?"
John only growled in his throat,
negative stand taken by the
but Helen leaned forward eagerly.
Board.
"Es-cry man there," he said, "Let me tell him," she begged.
'
-well-.
in a still-cold tone of anger, "has '
Helen talked eagerly of the
at least one case Where Some
sort of contact with Wilkins- two brave young men, of John's
Smith confirm' the charges made. listening to them, and warning
But not one of them was ready them, of his taking the matter to
to go out on the limb about it. the Board.
"And they wouldn't touch it
Not one."
"It couldn't be," asked Helen, with a ten-foot pole," said Chad
"that each man feels himself flatly.
"John says he's going to tackle
somewhat vulnerable?"
"No-o," he decided. "I don, it alone," said Helen proudly.
think that was it. But of course
"Your John is crazy," declared
such a charge, and the prosecu- Chad.
tion of it-"
"Yes," John agreed. "Lackey
"But, like the other members said 1 was. But then-he said you
of the Board, John, you do have were crazy, too. A screwball was
the degree awarded you."
a family to consider."
He straightened, turned to look
Chad yawned. "Welcome to the
at her. "Helen!" he cried in a Lodge, Doctor," he drawled. "You
and
shocked voice. "You wouldn't-" don't suppose . . . that this Wil"No, dear," she said softly. "1 kins-Smith sent those boys to
wouldtet. But I'd not be surprised you? TO see What we'd do?"
to have you give considevatinn to
John was too shocked at the
CHAPTER 10
that fact."
iniggestion to do more than gabred
He sank back into the chair. ble unintelligibly. Chad sat for
NIBEItS Still blossomed
into
minute staring
below the black grill o.' the "Helen . . . " he said pleadingly. another
John
"It's your usual habit to con- space, then, in one lithe, rippling
outdoor fireplace when
ft
drive.
the
sider all sides of a situation, motion, he was on his feet. He
brought his car into
stretchea his arms to the sky, let
was, he thought, the time of John."
their
at
are
nights
year when
-Helen," said John, then, In • them drop, turned and came over
V most pleasant, when one could al- tone of resolute conviction, "I to John. "Better give the job to
*
most hear the flower buds strain- want to take up this charge Per- me. Doc," he said gently.
"If you think .1 won't see it
ing at their seams. The moon was sonally. It may not be like
through .
almost at the full to shine upon
the young -leaved trees.
"It isn't, John. To stick your
"I don't think any such thing.
Didn't say it. But just the same,
A frog in Bob's fishpool croak- neck out, as Bob would say."
"Chad would do it In a minute! I'm asking you to give this tight
ed throatily, then waited for a
to me."
higher-pitched answer. In the You knots/ he would!"
house
"But you're not Chad, darling,
"What would you do? Those
wooded ravine behind the
interinterns say they have records
or even very much like him!"
a whippoorwill started its
stood
John
"You know what 1 think. Hel- . . ."
minable whistling, and
Chad began to pace up and
trying to count the notee which en" I think I've changed in this
then
and
somewhat,
month or so. I've always down, to swing his arms. "It I
past
a. stammered
been an honest man," he said could duplicate that performance
went on and on RAI on.
"John?" It was .41elen't voice thoughtfully. "But never before they told you about-and on a
. Maybe
from one -of the ghostly white have 1 stood ready to be trucu- clinic-report patient . .
I can find the right sort of (sae
lent about try honesty!"
chairs upon the terrace.
"Well -then- I suppose you . . ."
"Is it warm enough out here?"
"You would rig a case!" cried
he asked, going toward a second should do what you think is right
about Wilkins-Smith. But, oh, John, horrified.
chair.
Chad glanced at Helen, then
"I brought out a sweater, but John, do be careful! Perhaps you
this
I haven't needed it. It's lovely." could talk it over with Chad, back at John. "You give me
"It'll
She talked about their outdoor maybe he'd help you. Would you job, Doc," he said again.
take my sort of fight to catch
slipper, and reported that Bob do that?"
"I might," John conceded. "I'll that eel. A nice, murky fight!"
actually had managed to learn to
He spoke with satiefactIon at the
think that over."
NtiAlk on his hands.
"A very sound project!" said prospect, and started at a trot
John made no comment, and
after a minute Helen asked qui- Chad's voice from the darkness. toward the driveway.
"Where're you going 7" John
etly if something had gone wrong "Never knew any harm to come
from such a practice, Doctor." called after hint.
at the meeting.
the
across
Chad kept right on. "Fiehin'
grass toJohn grunted, shifted In his He prided
chair, and after a few more pre- ward them, sat down on the tackle," lie called back. "And a
net. A big one,"
liminarico-grumblings of "might bench beeide the (odor table.
(To Be Continued),
"On what," he asked, "are you
68 Well tell you-worm It out of
SYNOPSIS
A groan of don, tag in the Midwestern 4,41,10'6 of Burbank try to retain
dcepite
tet
1,11
la k of n..fley •rni oppoeit in l'r,an
County lt,..ictni Dr J"lin Mandin, a string t..,st.r of the prole. tr.
returns from • meeting and tells his
wife. Helen, that enourh money has
been donated by the wealthy Mrs
Aloe Milburn to set up the clink.
Mrs Milburn donates the money to
▪ eite the Women'• Club because they
.rned &carnal helping the project. Dr.
Chad Mays. brilliant but et-centric
young nkAlcal sdelintstratOr. is hired
to organise the clinic-and fight the
oppiwit on, led by influential Dr.
Claude Wilkins-Smith head of County
Hospital Dr. Mays prefers to remain
unidentified until ne can investigate
aetup. Sitting In the park near the
clinic. Dr Mays nieets • youngster
named Johnny who Is brought to the
park every day by his mother. •
pretty. young blonde named Lacey.
Mays gr. Mentally meet. Newell Mr.
Crabs. • newspaper reporter, and his
wife. Stella tie promisee McCrillia •
• good story 000n. Meavwhilti. two
young interns from County Hospital
it Dr. lakindin they suspect Dr.
w•ditIna-Smlith of malpractice. They
k Dr. Disedie to present their facts
Peaci..1 charges to the Pone's'
e,es hewed of the Medical Society.
Dr. Filandin airreee. The hoard votes
to steer clear of the nt-tter,

WHAT ARE YOU
DOING, NANCY ?

ABBIE

By Raebura Vaa Bury,

an' SLATS

NDPE,SCN--BEINe-A 308-HOLDIN'
PUBLIC SERVANT MEANS YOU
GOT T'ANSWER THE PEOPLE
0' THIS STATE FOR EVERY
MtPE YA MAKES.
1

r

THEM THAT MERELY WANTS
T'GET RICH, FAAAOUS AND
BE RESPECTED - -AND
GOT NO 64ANKERIN' FOR
THIS (YAWN) KIND 0'LIFE -WELL,THEY DON'T
MIND GIVIN
IT UP

BUT I
(SO8)
M IND;

as (GASP) THE
MAYOR AND THE
GCW.RNOR: AND
THEY'RE (CHOKE)
,

BATHL ESS
LOOK OVER.
THERE,'

By Al Capp

LII2 ABNER

t'D RAXIMIt
FRoi THAN LIVE
YO'HEERD HIS CORNFECHUN! IN A WCAL.D
LI'L A: ER IS 104FIERCENTI7 WHERE OLD
LADIES GOT
' TAKE balsa AWAY!!'
• 001
e lgePr
‘
LEFTS LIKE
MARCIANG!!
e%

PHA r
'OU'RE
FREE,
SON!!

WHUT AI-4 CAIN'T
UNNERSTAN'IS WHY
YO'CORNFESSED
TO A CRIME YO'
DIDN'T
COMM IT!!

DID
ai(3'

WANTA
DIE ?-

NOT PARTIKLARLY.
BUT,AN IS -CA& P!!GONNA,ANYHOW"IN TN -THREE D DA`/S
L.:LOOK T MAH
RAYS!!-

?
ai0'
,(---E)
RI
S
A
HOPEMESS
LESS
INSIDE!! M MESS!!
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1111P•tior'
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SHOP IN MURRAY AT THESE LUCKY SHOPPER STORES
Inchq Shopper Special

lucky Shopper Spacial

SPECIAL

lucky Shopper Silacial

lucky Shopper Special,

NO-IRON
TRAVELM ATE
DACRON-F!mA

Lawn Chairs

'
4

COOLERATOR
Room Air-Conditioner

Ship 'N Shore

;\I1 711 t•t

1 FAIMIR
IVI1
/

$2.98
and

RED or
GREEN

lucky Shopper Specia1.-7

'3.95

S,ri. 1411
58 93

$3.98

ivory
I Ina. le
,it vr•li-rboo
Clie.< shoos! I o..ays soy th•y'r• the
Isost seloo you eon by for the money

F:=7
Littleton's

THURMAN'S
Furniture Company

Bob Thomas
Florist

to $993
011141.111141 0000YIAl WILTS
Clin•cs •voilssialas AAAA to E, S•s•s to 12

Ryan Shoe Store

National Hotel Building
Day 1Thone 1307

lucluj Shopper Special

Murray Merchants present
unusual Fotoquiz. Several
pictures will be taken every
Saturday in the downtown
section of the city. No one
knows which picture will
be used, or who will be circled in the picture.

••

SEE IT TODAY!
at

Murray Supply

Nite Phone 1802

WHO WILL BE THE NEXT "LUCKY SHOPPER"?
If you are the person
whose picture is circled in this page-please
come to the office of
this newspaper and receive your Merchan-

SAVE UP TO 40%

luck'Shopper Special —

Gadgets
88c Galore 88c
BEVERAGE CADDYS
VEGETABLE SLICER ..
SERRATED POTATO CUTTER
ICE CREAM DIPPER
JUICE CONTAINER

dise Gift Certificate.

MOULT ROTARY GRATER

YOU MAY BE THE

good
for $20
FOR FATHER'S DAY

LINDSEY'S

NEXT

at the store named in
the Certificate

'LUCKY SHOPPER'

Shopber Special

SPECIAL
— une Lot —
\V I M SUITS
SHIRTS-SHORTS
MID-RIFFS

49c
* * *
-1.-SUITS

— One Lot —
DIAPER SET:• SHOR1S

Thiais Not a Contest Nshr.
is it Necessary to Man
a Purchase to be a Winner.

Gift
Certificate

505 Main

Phone 888

luchy Shopper Spacial

NEW and USED
CARS
pst
Guaranteed Repairs - Any Make

Will Be
Presented
To The

98C

Lovers Children's
Shop

All Values Listed On
This Page Are
Available To Everyone!

Each Week A

$20

Murray Motors
Inc.

605 West Main

Kentucky

"LUCKY
SHOPPER"
luchq shopper Simard
/
1
2 PRICE

lucky Shopper Social

Each Week
A New
Winner
Watch For
This Page
Every Week.
You
May Be The
Next
"Lucky Shopper"

Phone 170
Murray,

luc/u) Shopper Spacial

SEND
YOUR WASH
TO THE
LAUNDRY

CREAM DEODORANT
Reg. $1.00 size

— OTHER GADGETS GALORE —

N. B. Ellis Co.
Phone 575

Lucq Shopper Special
"As You Sow, So Shall You Reap"
A truer statement was never made.
To reap the harvest you expect, get
your field seeds. garden seeds, and
Hybrid seed corn from Co-op.

Calloway Co. Soil 1
Improvement Asso.
E. Main St.

lucky Shopper SPecial
NYLON SPORT SHIRTS
The Practical Answer To
Your Summer Shirt Problem!
* COMPLETELY

• AUTO. FULL-CYCLE OPERATION

NOW

50C plus tax

• GIANT LINT DISPOSAL TRAP

Ward & Elkins

SCOTT

lucky Shopper Special

WALGREEN

DRUGS

Do away with unnecessary household
chores! Laundry is our business and
we do it best ... quickly, economically
and sparklingly clean.

SUPERIOR

$1.49
Baby Pucker - Large Pucker - Skipdent
Mayes - Guaranteed Firit Quality

TEE SHIRTS

The Style Shop
111 So.4th

National Stores

Phone 437

CORPORATION

Phone 44

lucky Shopper Special

lucky Shopper Spee1a1

r

BIG

LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS

BUY

Fully Automatic—No Scorching
General Electric

AUTOMATIC BUDGET IRON

WASHABLE

* NO IRONING NECESSARY

SWIM SUITS
SUN

• AUTOMATIC HEAT CUT-OFF

Phone 207

MEN'S

BE AS ,
FilL_E AS A
BIRD

NEW! DESERT FLOWER

MEAT BEATER

E. Main

Photo by Love

•

SLICER

lucky Shopper Special
Sun . . . Rain .. . Wind

lucky Shqpper Special

1\1

Easi4,Removed 1
Ibr Cleaning
•Big ( apaelti.
Too)

•
CAL.

•Water Saver
Too!

79(

ONE-TON

PHILCO AIR-CONDITIONER
- Pre-Season Special
SAVE $60.00

Reg

Sale Price Installed .

FVFRKIJ Ix.
THEM TO
WORK FOR YOU!
The weather renews
your Kurfees painted
surface so it stays
bright for years'

•Flve-Year
Protection
Plan!

rt-Ts

&299.95

$239.95

VELVET ICE CREAM

— EASY TERMS —
No Down Payment — 24 Months To Pay

EXTRA RICH

MURRAY
Home Auto Store

PARKER'S
Food Market

and

$7 95

Diuguid's

Phona 1106

•
•

$5.75 gal.

Urban G.Starks
& Son
HARDWARE

'
osoMod .1 .1

^-r.
J

IN

Too %V

AU I OmA IC WASHER
only
$259.95
With Old

COME

Washer

BILBREY'S
210 Main

Phone 886

